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MANIPULATIVES ARE NOT ENOUGH:
NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR MATH/SCIENCE

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
David Wright, Ed.D.

For some time educational writers have been
concerned about many of the concepts taught in
both math and science and the developmental
appropriateness of them. Underhill has stated,
"Evidence is accumulating that implies strongly
that we are teaching mathematical concepts and
skills that many learners in many classrooms
cannot understand."' Kovalik argues that "a
large percentage of the concepts identified for
elementary students is, in fact, beyond what
students can understand at those ages; they may
be able to memorize and parrot them back but
that does not indicate a real
understanding."' Unfortunately, the
early introduction of complex,
perhaps inappropriate, concepts in
math and science, during the early
childhood years, has been accepted
by many educators as long as they,
were introduced with concrete,
-manipulative objects.

Using manipulative materials to
introduce mathematical or scientific
concepts is typically based on the
learning theories of Maria
Montessori and Jean Piaget who
suggested that children construct
knowledge from theiR actions on the
environment. And such actions
require objects to manipulate.' It is
also based on an understanding of .

how concepts are learned as
expressed by Beattie:
"...it is generally agreed that an optimal
learning sequence of mathematical concepts moves
from concrete to semiconcrete (iconic) to abstract
learning experiences. Such a sequence involves
objects and their manipulation, pictures or models of
real objects, and finally, the use of abstract symbols."'
Similarly, Jack Ott and others have stated that
"familiar, concrete experience actual or recalled
should be a first step in the development of new
abstract concepts and their symbolization."'

As a result of these understandings about
learning, teachers energetically use an approach
to mathematics and science instruction that
emphasizes manipulation. The manipulation
activities generally go well and the children
seem to be learning. Encouraged by the results,
teachers move the activities to the symbolic level

and find, to their dismay, that many of the
children are not able to deal with the concept in
a symbolic way. In frustration many teachers
resort to the old methodology of telling the
children the rules necessary for completing the
symbolic tasks and forget the concern for
concept development.

What is incorrectly assumed by many teachers
is that there is some sort of "burst of
understanding" that occurs for all children as a
result of manipulative activities. It is felt that
the connectedness from concrete to
semiconcrete to abstract happens magically, as if
the materials themselves contain the

understanding. If the children
just get enough "hands on
experiences," the understanding
will be absorbed through the
pores of the hands. The
materials, of course, do not
contain the understanding; the
child does. These
misunderstandings, based on a
widely accepted theory of
learning, need changing.

It is felt that if
children just get
enough "hands on
experiences," the
understanding will
be absorbed through
the pores of the
hands. The
materials, of course,
do not contain the
understanding; the
child does.

Another View
While it is true that Piaget felt
that children construct their own:9
knowledge, he also believed that
cognitive development occurs in
stages along a continuum and
that the use of concrete materials
is important at each of the stages
in order for the child to build
mental images.' In addition, it

seems that the child's readiness for concrete
experiences is based on a complicated, not well'
understood, combination of prior learnings and
currerif level of cognitive functioning. This
means that in order to understand a
mathematical or scientific concept, the child
must be at the appropriate stage of cognitive
development for that particular concept, even
when using manipulatives.

For instance, Piaget suggests that primary grade
children cannot think meaningfully about things
which are not real. To the young child who is in
the primary grades, reality is that which one can
see, hear, taste, touch or smell, yet we

Continued on page 2
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Math/Science Concept
Continued from page 1

sometimes try to teach these children concepts
that have no basis in reality. An example of
this is arithmetic regrouping. Regrouping
numerical values is not part of
the primary child's reality.
Regrouping is an abstract
concept that was developed in
the mind and is not physically
manifested. Only when the
child has reached the stage of
concrete thought (usually
around age eight) is it possible
to meaningfully learn about
abstract ideas using concrete
experiences. With the onset of
concrete thought the
manipulation of a variety of
materials is appropriate for
developing a beginning
understanding of arithmetic regrouping.

Science too has concepts that appear to be
inappropriate for many young children. Brain
researchers and Seven Intelligence advocates
have expressed concern about the early
introduction of inappropriate concepts in math
and science. Kovalik states that
"This is particularly true in science. For example,
solar system as a subject for second or third graders
is wildly age-inappropriate. The concepts are
highly abstract and not experienceable the ground
on which we stand is spinning at hundreds of miles
an hour, and the distances between planets are
computed in millions of miles or even light years, a
measurement that most adults can't relate to."'

thought. Using the example of mathematical
regrouping, one would expect that most third
graders should be able to deal with this
concept.

Individually appropriate math and scierice
concepts are more difficult to identify. This

requires careful observation and
knowledge of individual children
in the classroom.. Those children
who seem to be able to grasp
somewhat difficult concepts might
benefit from a concrete
introduction to an idea like
regrouping even if they aren't
seven or eight years of age.

Initially, however, it is probably
best for the teacher to use the age
appropriate guidelines to
determine math and science
concepts early on in the year, and
then, as time passes and
knowledge of individuals

increases, one can substitute more individually
appropriate concepts.

When a person can understand and
successfully think through a math or science
problem, a sense of competence ensues. A
curriculum that most closely matches a child's
level of thinking, and therefore makes sense,
helps that child feel competent to understand
and use what is learned. On the other hand,
when something does not make sense and a
solution appears out of reach, a person feels
incompetent. Developmentally inappropriate
math or science expectations such as
arithmetic regrouping foster, in many children,
a sense of incompetence.

When a young child is presented with
concepts not appropriate for his or her level of
cognitive development, the child becomes
frustrated. The result can be devastating to the
child's developing sense of self as
mathematician or scientistas a person

Developmentally
inappropriate math
or science
expectations foster,
in many children, a
sense of
incompetence.

The understanding of mathematical and
scientific concepts, then, is dependent on two
factors that are closely related: experiences at
the concrete, semiconcrete, and abstract level
and the child's stage of cognitive
development. The child's level of cognitive
development cannot be rushed and changes
slowly over a period of time. It also takes time
and a sequence of experiences from the
concrete to abstract in order to build mental
images in the mind of the child who is
cognitively ready.

While Piaget's stages do have ages attached to
them, it is clear that not all seven or eight year
olds are concrete thinkers and, conversely,
some six year olds are. How a teacher decides
what is a developmentally appropriate
concept is difficult and will not always "hit the
mark". Two strategies that are typically taken
are considering the "age appropriateness" and
the "individual appropriateness" of each
concept.

Age appropriate math and science concepts
are those concepts that one would typically
expect children of that age to understand,
given good teaching techniques such as the
use of manipulatives. This knowledge comes
from experience with children of this age and
understanding of preoperational and concrete

capable of understanding and using our
mathematical and scientific symbol system.
Such children may come to view mathematics
and science as mysterious, incomprehensible
systems.

To avoid this situation, it is recommended that
each teacher keep in mind not onlythe need to
introduce math and science concepts through
manipulatives, but also the developmental
stages of the children in the class. That is, each
teacher should try to teach those concepts
which are developmentally appropriate.

' Underhill, B. (1985). One Point of View: Let's
Diagnose the Curriculum. ARITHMETIC TEACHER,
33 (4) 1.

Kovalik, S. and Olsen (1993). ITI: THE MODEL
INTEGRATED THEMATIC INSTRUCTION (2nd
Edition): Susan Kovalik and Associates, 6.

Piaget, J. (1964). THREE LECTURES: PIAGET
REDISCOVERED, Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Press..

Beattie, I. D. (1986). The Number Names: An Aid to
Understanding Place Value. ARITHMETIC
TEACHER, 33 (5) 24.

5 Ott, J., Snook and Gibson (1991). Understanding
Partitive Division of Fractions. ARITHMETIC
TEACHER, A (2) 7.

Ibid.
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David Wright is Professor, Elementary and
Early Childhood Education, Western Oregon
State College. He may be contacted at Western
Oregon State College, Monmouth, Oregon
97361, (503) 838-8330. This article appeared in
the Volume 30, Number 4 (Summer 1995)
issue of the OAEYC Bulletin, the quarterly
publication of the Oregon Association for the
Education of Young Children, and is
reprinted here with the express permission of
Dr. Wright and OAEYC.
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TOTAL QUALITY EDUCATION
The Woods Quality Center has produced a 17-
minute video entitled Total Quality at Prairie
View: "A New Way of Learning". Using the
Prairie View Elementary School in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, as a resource, the tape focuses
on the critical roles children can play in their
own education.

Highlights include observingstudents while
they conduct self-assessments, lead parent
conferences and classroom meetings, work in
teams, and plan with a systems approach.
Children solve problems, set goals, and chart
their progress in an environment where
teachers become "supporters rather than
judges, coaches rather than lecturers, partners
with students and parents rather than isolated
within the walls of each classroom."

The Woods Quality Center is a coordinated

effort by area private and public organizations
to integrate continuous quality improvement
into communities in Iowa. The Center was
formed in 1993 as the result of a shared vision
of a Total Quality environment for the entire
community and a belief that all organizations
benefit from a commitment to such quality
improvement: businesses, government, labor,
manufacturers, nonprofits, and schools.

The videotape may be ordered for $89, plus $5
per tape for shipping and handling, by
contacting The Woods Quality Center, 4401
Sixth Street, SW, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 52404-
4499, (319) 399-6798; the director of the Center
is Robert McNiel. Persons wishing to learn
more about Prairie View Elementary may
contact its principal, Marilyn Miller, at (319)
848-5260.



IM LICATIONS OF UNDERSTANDING T

A collaborative relationship should exist
between scientists and educators, writes Philip
Cohen in "Understanding the Brain: Educators
Seek to Apply Brain Research". To emphasize
the importance of such collaboration ancrhow
it can directly affect education, Cohen reviews
Robert Sylwester's book, A Celebration .pf
Neurons: An Educator's Guide to the Human
Brain, and finds that in it Sylwester provides
examples of recent discoveries which have
specific implications for primary-grade
teachers and other educators.

When learning to read, for example, a child
has to develop new cdnnections between the
regions in the brain that process oral and
written language. These connections "may
grow to be more efficient," according to
research, if early reading instruction adjusts to
more normal processing rates, instead of
maintaining slower rates which appear to be
easier for the child.

During the early childhood years, children
develop strategies for solving arithmetic

E BRAIN

problems by using their fingers and/or other
mariipulatives. They learn a new strategy
most efficiently when adults present them
with problems that can be solved using that
strategy, rather than allow the children to
become frustrated with the current strategies
they are employing. The implications of brain
research are, according to Sylwester, that
teachers should be providing information
about a variety of arithmetic strategies and

. facilitating children's learning to self-monitor
the use of these strategies in problem solving.

Cohen writes that such suggestions are based
on an understanding of the brain's plasticity, its
ability to grow and adapt in response to
environmental stimuli. This complexity of the
brain means that a method of instruction
which is based on complex experiences is a
more effective means than one which
narrowly focuses on subject disciplines and the
accumulation of facts and skills. Cohen quotes
Renate Caine, co-author of Making
Connections: Teaching and the Human Brain,

who champions the complex experience
method: "That means that the children have
hands-on experience. They have the potential to
engage in dialogue with other people. They have
the opportunity to express something orally, the
opportunity to express something in written form,
the opportunity to touch, to recreate."

Research on brain functioning can also serve to
identify inappropriate educational practices.
Cohen cites Susan Kovalik, an education
consultant and developer of the Integrated
Thematic Instruction model, who has written
that "what has to go are the curriculum pieces
we've clung to for centuries. Disciplines have to
go; the textbooks have to go; the worksheets have to
gobecause they have nothing to do with how the
brain works."

Philip Cohen's article, "Understanding the
Brain: Educators Seek to Apply Brain.
Researck" appeared in the September 1995
issue of ASCD's Education Update (Volume
37, Number 7). Robert Sylwester's and Renate
Caine's books are both available from the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, 1250 N. Pitt Street, Alexandria,
Virginia 22314, (703) 549-9110.
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WHOLE LANGUAGE, LITERACY DEVELOPMENT, AND KINDERGARTEN

An article by Scott Willis entitled "Whole
Language: Finding the Surest Way to Literacy"
comprises the entire Fall 1995 issue of
Curriculum Update. He writes that the
philosophy of whole language instruction has
"swept the primary grades" and that although
most teachers still use a basal reader, they have
also tended to incorporate aspects of whole
language into their reading curriculum. Tht
use of whole language, like other educational
reforms, is currently being re-examined, and
Willis explores the arguments on bothosides of
the debate.

Willis references many of the leading
authorities on literacy development in his
provocative exploration. Gay Fawcett, director
of curriculum and instruction for the Summit
County (Ohio) Education Service Center
provides a framework for the debate by
indicating that "everyoneeven the most
hardcore whole language advocates
acknowledges that kids need to learn letter-
sound relationship."

Jerome Harste, professor of language
education at Indiana University-Bloomington,
declares that "whole language is the best
phonics program there is," and Constance
Weaver, professor of English at Western
Michigan University recommends strategies
for teaching phonics in the context of whole
language passages.

Phonetic teaching in such a manner is only
"incidental", and thiis inadequate, according
to Jeanne Chall, professor emerita of the.
Harvard Graduate School of Education.
"Sometimes you have to take things out of
context" in order to teach them effectively, she
writes." God doesn't say everything has to be
in context."

Steve Stahl, professor of reading at the
University of Georgia, is concerned about the
elimination.of the direct teaching of phonic
skills, and about teachers' waiting for
teachable moments. "What if that moment
arises when the teacher is working with
another kid? The teacher can't be
everywhere."

In a similar vein,.Bill Honig, the former
California Superintendent of Schools and
currently a professor at San Francisco State
University, believes that the state's literature-
based, language arts framework was
"'disastrous for huge numbers of kids in
California.... We took for granted that teaching
phonids would happen."

"Whole language has gone way too far in
under emphasizing word attack and phonetic
skills," asserts Bob Slavin, codirector of the
Center for Research on the Education of
Students Placed At Risk, at Johns Hopkins
University. Yet Yvetta Goodman of the
University of Arizona contends that "If given
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rich experiences, kids will find ways to come
to literacy",and that the recommendation that
children, who have not had rich early literacy
experiences, receive lots of direct skills
instruction "blows my mind."

In the midst of the arguments, Marilyn Jager
Adams, professor of cognitive and linguistic
sciences at Brown University, says that "the
best bet is to invest in kindergarten" to help
children who lack a literacy background. Scott
Willis writes that
All young children benefit if engaged in activities
(such as games and rhymes) that direct their
attention to the sounds of language. By finding
ways to engage kindergartners with print, stories,
and the sounds and structure of language, teachers
can make sure young children have "phonemic
awareness"an understanding of the logic of
written language. This understanding lays the
groundwork for later learning.
Adams further states that teaching phonics to
children who don't have such phonemic
awareness is "a big waste of time. The very
kids who need it the most are just not
responding."

A reprint of this issue of Curriculum Update
(Fall 1995) is available for $1.00 plus a
stamped, self-addressed envelope from the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, 1250 N. Pitt Street, Alexandria,
Virginia 22314, (703) 549-9110. When ordering,
refer to stock number 1-95232.



ADULT INTERACTIONS

The subject of what constitutes ippropriate
adult interactions in primary-grade classrooms
and other early childhood settings is
frequently examined. The topic has, in fact,
been explored in past issues of Of Primary
Interest. In the Colorado Quality Standards
for Early Childhood Care and Education
Services, a new section has been developed
which focuses on "The Role and Function of
the Teaching Team" (Spring 1995/Volume 2,
Number 2); and Elena Bodrova and Deborah
Leong are championing the role of the
primary-grade teacher in raising the level of a
child's assisted performance, while facilitating
the practice of what she/he can do indepen-
dently (Fall 1995/Volume 2, Number 4).

In the Fall 1995 issue of the High/Scope
Resource, Mary Hohmann and David P.
Weikart provide information about quality
interactions in a preschool environment,
which apply equally to the primary grades.
They identify five key strategies adults should
use:

Provide a variety of materials for
children to work with, in order to
assure that there are sufficient
opportunities for children to make
choices and to manipulate the
materials.

Provide space and time for children to
use materials by arranging and
equipping play areas and planning a
consistent daily routine.
Seek out children's intentions, thereby
strengthening their sense of initiative
and control.
Listen for and encourage children's
thinking through relaxed
conversations which repeat,'amplify,
and build on what the child says.
Encourage children to do things for
themselves, by allowing them to think
of and practice ways of solving the
everyday problems they encounter,
and by referring children to one
another for ideas, assistance, and
conversation.

Hohmann and Weikart have developed a list
of ingredients which should be present in the
active learning of an early childhood
environment: materials, manipulation, choice,
language from the child, and adult support.
They caution teachers that once the
environment is prepared, adults should
"continue to be active and involved, observing
children and supporting their initiatives
throughout the day."

The High/Scope Resource and other
publications are available from the
High/Scope Educational Research
Foundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti,
Michigan 48197, (800) 407-7377.

NEW JERSEY
TRANSITION PROJECT

CORN Associates, in partnership with Wayne
General Hospital Child Care Center, Wayne,
New Jersey, has received a $50,000 grant to
develop a project promoting ways for early
childhood teachers in public and private
schools, parents, and administrators to work
together to ensure successful educational
transitions from preschool to third grade.

The grant is part of a $1.3 million fund jointly
administered by Bell Atlantic, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), and
Communication Workers of America (CWA).

Ten informational workshops will be
presented on issues related to educational
continuity. They will be attended by
representatives from five preschools, 35 public
schools and their "feeder" districts, as well as
other interested state educators. Each
workshop will be videotaped and will include
informational handouts. For more specifics
about the project, interested individuals may
call Kathryn Arabia, Director of the Wayne
General Hospital Child Care Center, at (201)
904-0202.

Disciplines have to go; the textbooks have to go; the worksheets have to go because
they haVe nothing to do with how the brain works.

-Susan Kovalik

Colorado Department of Education
Early Childhood Initiatives
201 E. Colfax Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203
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Assessment Through Portfolios in the Primary Grades

Susan W. Nall

Authentic assessment. Evaluation.
Portfolios. Quality Review. Performance
Objectives. What does it all mean? How
does it relate to the primary grades? As
with numerous educational trends in this
country, teachers often feel confused,
overwhelmed, or anxious. Some teachers,
particularly veteran teachers, often
develop either a cynical attitude or one of
"this too shall pass." Assessment,
however, is a topic that is fundamental to
excellence in the primary grades and
cannot be dismissed.

Portfolio assessment is a powerful
instructional tool that reflects learning
experiences both the teacher's activity
and the children's activity (Meisels, 1993).
It integrates instruction and assessment.
Teachers in the primary grades develop
portfolios for the purpose of documenting
a child's growth and progress over time
and communicating with parents about
their child. It is important for teachers to
ensure that the portfolio reflects all of the
developmental domains as well as the
major curricular areas.

Portfolios emphasize what children are
doing rather than what they are not doing.
This philosophical stance may be contrary
to the more traditional way of viewing the
progress of children. However, it is
consistent with the principles of
developmentally appropriate practice and
the principles of teaching with a view of
the whole child (Bredekamp, 1987).
Portfolios also emphasize self-assessment.
For example, Farr and Tone (1994) discuss
the process of self-assessment in language
arts. They relate it to the essence of life
long learning.

This author believes in simplifying the
process so that assessment through
portfolios is manageable and meaningful.
Gullo (1994) asserts that authentic
assessment does not disrupt the process of
curriculum implementation since the
content areas in the primary grades afford
teachers many opportunities to engage in
assessment. Paulson, Paulson, and Meyer
(1991) discuss portfolios as means that
permit instruction and assessment to be

woven together in a way that more
traditional approaches do not.

Assessment and Evaluation
It is helpful to distinguish between
assessment and evaluation. Although the
terms are often used interchangeably, they
denote different processes. The National
Association for the Education of Young
Children has developed guidelines that
define assessment as "the process of
observing, recording, and otherwise
documenting the work that children do
and how they do it, as a basis for a variety
of educational decisions that affect the
child" (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992).
Evaluation refers to the process of
examining information and finding value
in it, therefore making judgments and
interpretations (Batzle, 1992).

What is a Portfolio?
A portfolio is a systematic collection of
children's work and other relevant
information that reflects the development
and progress of an individual child over
time (Hills, 1992). Teachers select items for
children's portfolios on a systematic basis;
however, children can select items, or
teachers and children can make selections
collaboratively. Since portfolios require
students to collect and reflect on examples
of their work, providing an instructional
component to the curriculum as well as
the opportunity for authentic assessments,
they become effective assessment tools.

What are the Purposes
of a Portfolio?
The numerous educators who are writing
about portfolios (Wiggins, 1989; Hills,
1993; Meisels, 1993; Farr & Tone, 1994)
agree that the purposes of a portfolio
include the following:

1. to plan for instruction,
2. to demonstrate growth over time,
3. to show the process by which the

work is done, as well as the
product,

4. to document achievement,
5. to communicate with parents,
6. to communicate with the child's

subsequent teacher, and
Continued on page 2
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Portfolios
Continued from page 1

7. to assist in program evaluation.

What are the Basic Contents
of a Portfolio?
Although different sources identify
various items for a child's portfolio, this
author suggests the following items for a
portfolio of a primary grade child:

observation records,
checklists,
work samples, and
parent information.

Observation Records
Observation records are written
observations of children recorded while
they are engaged in daily activities.
Notes may be taken spontaneously, or
they may be taken during a designated
time. Observational records focus on
exactly what the child does or says, with
the day, time, and setting noted. Index
cards, spiral notebooks, post-it notes, and
file folders are helpful tools in recording.
Records are objective in nature and do
not include opinions, judgments, or
interpretations.

Checklists
Checklists are listings of specific skills or
concepts that teachers identify which are
related to the curriculum as well as to
national, state, and local curriculum
standards (Meisels, 1993). Teachers use
checklists when observing regular
classroom activities or when they request
children to demonstrate a skill.
Checklists are simple to complete and
provide specific information at a given
point in time. They are helpful in
supporting efforts of parents and
teachers in promoting learning suited to
each individual. The Math Their Way
program, for example, utilizes checklists
as a means to document children's work.

Parent Information
As teachers of young children and
parents work together as partners, the
child's education becomes the
responsibility of both home and school.

An important dimension of that
partnership is information that parents
can provide about their child. The
Primary Program (1993) suggests that
parents share with teachers their
perceptions of the student, such as hopes
and concerns they have for the child, and
information about the child's interests,
talents, and any behaviors which they
can work on together. Teachers often
invite the sharing of such information
through the use of forms, surveys, or
interest inventories.

Additional Items for a Portfolio
Other items that primary teachers place
in a child's portfolio include:

reading logs,
video tapes,
audio tapes,
snapshots,
conference records,
running records,
test results, and
computer disks.

The portfolio is separate from and
different than the child's cumulative
folder. Test scores and other
standardized information become part of
the portfolio only if they take on
meaning within the context of other
items.

Conclusion
Teachers have historically and naturally
observed children and collected their
work. Through formalizing and
organizing the parameters of an already
established practice of elementary
teachers, the power of this child-centered
form of assessment is recognized. Such
pnocesses reflect an approach to teaching
and learning that emphasizes a
comprehensive view of the child, a
cooperative style of teaching, and
partnerships with families. As the 21st
century approaches, portfolio assessment
becomes a positive and dynamic aspect
of a quality primary program.

EK OF THE YOUNG CHILD
The 1996 Week of the Young Child is scheduled for April 21-27. The week is
designated as a time to focus public attention on the needs of young children and their
families, and to support the early childhood programs and services that meet thaw
needs. This year's theme is EARLY YEARS ARE LEARNING YEARS.. MAKE THEM
COUNT! For more information contact the National Association for the Education of
Young Childnm at 1-800-4242460.
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Wanted: Advocates for Play in the Primary Grades
Sandra J. Stone

With such strong proponents of play as a
curricular choice [e.g., Bnmer, Elkind,
Piaget, and Vygotsky, in addition to the
Association for Childhood Education
International and the National
Association for the Education of Young
Children], one would think that play
would enjoy a place of honor in our
primary classrooms, where children
participate in play as a cherished
component of appropriate practice.
However, what we find across our nation
are educators who have or are
unwillingly sacrificing play in their
endeavor to reach prescribed academic
goals. Even teachers who know the
importance of play to a child's
development find themselves on the
defensive when questioned about play in
their classrooms. We have become too
embarrassed to give playtime a place
because of "more important" curricular
priorities. Hence, play is reduced to
recess time, hidden in the curriculum, or
tagged as miscellaneous "free time."
Children who need to play (a need for all
children) go undercover, hoping their
play in the classroom will not be
discovered; or even worse, children deny
themselves the play they need in order to
please those they love and respect.

To those who value play and understand
its critical importance to the growth and
development of young children, the
question is how do we empower
ourselves to become true advocates of
play?

Involving Parents
Parents can be valued partners in creating
and supporting quality play experiences
for their children. A class newsletter
informing parents and periodically
highlighting the importance of children's
play can be a useful educational tool. At
informative parent meetings planned
throughout the year, when we may
normally discuss literacy development
and math strategies, we can also share
how play supports children's learning,
growth, and development.

Teachers upgrade the importance of play
by bringing it into the context of parent
conferences. Letting parents see how play
is integrated into our curriculum and how
we use play to help each child in his
development is valuable. This can
include sharing each child's play
experiences that document growth, for
example, in imagination, problem

solving, negotiation, and language
development.

Parents can extend play at home.
Teachers can help them see the
importance of play in their children's
learning and can make play kits for
children to take home. These kits might
be simple props for dramatic play, felt
flannelboard figures to play out a favorite
story, or puppets, Popsicle sticks, even
playdough. Children can bring the kits
back and tell about or demonstrate what
they did at home. This type of homework
for young children is extremely valuable.

We want to involve parents in planning
play environments in the classroom or
playground. One easy way is to send
home requests for props for
sociodramatic play, puppets, and art and
building materials (see box). Inviting
parents to observe or participate in the
children's play and having them as
partners strengthen our advocacy role.

Investigating Ways to Integrate
Play Into the Curriculum
Play's integration into the curriculum can
be done by creating a variety of play
centers, not overlooking a home center for
one. The home center is an acceptable
play center in kindergarten, but it is not
usually used in the [other] primary
grades. However, it has continued value
for 6- to 8-year-olds. Children are still
developing language and narrative story.
They continue to plan and make friends.
They still need the support that play gives
to a good self-concept. Unfortunately, just
when young children are becoming
"good players," the home center is
removed from the classroom.

Besides providing a natural environment
for language development, the home
center welcomes literacy's integration.

Continued on page 4

Inviting Help from Parents for Dramatic Play

Dear Parents,

One of my goals for this school year is to increase the opportunities and materials for
sociodramatic play. Research supports sociodramatic play as one of the most important
forms of play because it involves the use of such skills as symbolic representation,
perspective taking, precise use of language, cooperation, and sharing.

I have begun a collection of character boxes for the children's use in our housekeeping
center. Each box contains some clothing, accessories, and props for creating an individual
character. For example, the farmer box includes overalls, a flannel shirt, a straw hat, and a
bandanna.

I need your help in completing the remaining characters. Please review the character list
and return the bottom portion, indicating what character you and your child would be
willing to work on and to donate to our classroom. You can find items at home (clean
those closets!) or ask a neighbor or look at a secondhand store. I would appreciate it if you
could work with your child to complete a single character; however, if you discover an
item that would fit another character, please also send it in.

Thank you for your support of this project that will benefit your children. I'm looking
forward to a wonderful year.

Character List

artist
bride/groom
business person
cheerleader
chef
circus performer
construction worker
cow'ooy/co\A4r1

doctor
firefighter
grocery clerk
hairdresser
judge/lawyer
mechanic
mountain climber
musician

Or, name any other character you can think of!

Sincerely,

painter
pilot
police officer
postal worker
prince./princess
teacher
waitress/waiter
zookeeper

courtesy of IGm Huff and IGm Rimbey, Washington School Disitict, Phoenix, kizona, as presented by Sandra .I. Stone in YOUNG

CHILDREN (September 1995)



Wanted: Advocates
Continued from page 3

Note pads, pencils, recipe books and
cards, phone, telephone book, magazines
and books are supplies to be added. The
home center creates a meaningful
environment for functional use of literacy
elements. Math may also be integrated
into the home center by adding
measuring cups and spoons. Introducing
a toy "pet' and a pet care book
incorporates social studies. The
possibilities are endless.

Sociodramatic play centers in the primary
grades are an excellent medium for
children to act out favorite storybooks or
curricular themes. Acting out stories
using simple props supports wholistic
retelling and demonstrates children's
story sense. Thematic play centers are
another wonderful educational tool for
primary teachers. For example, a
thematic unit on oceans lends itself to a
play area complete with a submarine
made from a box and underwater
creatures painted by the children. In play
centers like this that provide a meaningful
setting, children use more elaborate
vocabulary, such as words like submerge,
periscope, depth, fathom, and sonar.

Children may also create their own play

centers based on their interests. During
this process, the children will invent,
design, problem solve, and planall
higher-order thinking skills.

Primary school children can play with
flannelboard story figures from favorite
storybooks. This enhances story sense,
story sequence, and language use. They
can make their own flannelboard story
figures and create their own stories.
Flannelboard story play is excellent
rehearsal for a creative writing activity.
Flannelboard pieces can also be used by
children to play with numbers, create sets,
and visuali7e mathematical operations
such as multiplication.

There's no need to limit the types of
centers in our classrooms just because we
are teaching primary children. In an art
or music center, children create, design,
and invent. Even primary children
continue to enjoy building at a blocks
center. Their skills are becoming more
refined and their projects more complex.
How sad it is to deny them this creative
time when their minds are envisioning
magnificent structures, spaceships, and
gadgets. We want to document the
children's ingenuity and insights by
photographing their creations or
recording their ideas in anecdotal records.

Play may be infused into all the content
areas of an integrated curriculum: setting
up a store when studying economics,
creating a rain-forest play center when
studying the environment, and providing
simple props for recreating history
through sociodramatic play. With a few
props, children become pioneers,
archaeologists, and astronauts. As we
evaluate our dass environments (indoor
and outdoor play), let's look at them with
"playful" eyes. We can ask ourselves,
"Where can play be added to support my
children's cognitive, social, emotional,
and physical growth?"

Sandra J. Stone, Ed.D., is an assistant
professor in literacy and early childhood
education at Northern Arizona University
in Flagstaff and conducts research in the
area of play and literacy. She is the author
of Playing: A Kid's Curriculum
(GoodYear Books). This article is an
excerpt from a more comprehensive one
of the same title, which appeared in the
September 1995 issue of YOUNG
CHILDREN. It is printed here with the
express permission of Dr. Stone, who
retains the copyright of this material. She
may be contacted at 1477 W. University
Heights Drive North, Flagstaff, Arizona
86001, (520) 523-4280.

Cognitive
Values of

Emotional
Play
Physical Social

abstract thought ads as a medium for
expressing thoughts/feelings

motor development decentering

divergent thinking softens the realities of the world balancing of systems practicing of social patterns

creativity serves as a risk-free environment body command encouraging social interaction

problem solving releases children's stress distance judgment -li learning to ga7long

concept development decreases children's anxiety hand-eye coordination
Sandra I. Stone

YOUNG CHILDREN

(September 1995)

perspective taking builds well-being/self-concept testing of bodies

language development sell-assurance

Colorado Department of Education
Early Childhood Initiatives
201 E. Colfax Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203
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CLASS-SIZE EFFECTS IN THE PRIMARY GRADES:
RESEARCH IN TENNESSEE

In 1984 the Tennessee state legislature
passed the Comprehensive Education
Reform Act (CERA). Components of this
piece of legislation included sections
which addressed the teaching of basic
skills and computer skills to students, the
provision of merit pay and career ladders
for teachers, and the establishment of
Centers of Excellence in higher education,
which began to focus on improving the
teaching of basic skills in K-12 education.

Tennessee State University Study
One of the initial activities of the Center
for Excellence founded at Tennessee State
University was a study of the effects of a
pupil/teacher ratio of 15:1 on students in
grades 1-3. This project, begun in August
1984, focused on four kinds of student
outcomes: achievement in reading and
mathematics, behavior, attendance, and
self-concept. The
researchers also collected
information on such
teacher variables as
attitudes and use of
time. Seven first-grade
classes, serving a total of
105 students, were
created in an
experimental school in
Nashville. One control
group consisted of 90
first-graders enrolled in
a school serving a
population similar to
that of the experimental
school. A second, blind
control group of 105 students was chosen
from among first-graders enrolled in 35
other elementary schools in metropolitan
Nashville. Each subject in the blind
control group was matched to a subject in
the experimental group according to five
preselected criteria.

To assess quantitative differences,
researchers utilized the California
Achievement Test; a comparison of pre-
and post-test scores in reading and
mathematics "showed statistically
significant gains favoring students in the
experimental groups."
Even though pupil achievement was a

major focus of the study, teachers
provided valuable qualitative information
as well. For instance, they agreed that:

"smaller dasses were quieter, with
fewer student interruptions;
students in smaller classes showed
more appreciation for one another and
more desire to participate in classroom
activities;
potential disciplinary problems could
be identified and resolved more
quickly;
more learning activities took place, and
students participated more often in
them;
teachers had more time to monitor
students' on-task behavior during the
instructional process, and they were
able to provide quicker and more
thorough feedback to students, to
reteach concepts as needed, and to

provide in-depth
instruction;

greater individualization
of instruction in the
smaller classes
significantly reduced the
need for reteaching; and
greater interaction among
students helped them
understand one another
and increased their desire
to assist one another."

This research leaves
no doubt that small
classes have an
advantage over larger
classes in reading and
mathematics in the
early primary grades.

Jeremy Finn Student/Teacher
Achievement Ratio
(STAR) Project
The study by Tennessee

State University was instrumental in the
Tennessee legislature's decision to
investigate the issue of class-size on
pupils in grades K-3 statewide. In 1985
the state's general assembly funded a
major study and invited all Tennessee
school systems to participate in the
Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio
(STAR) Project. Seventy-nine schools in
42 systems were selected to be part of a
four-year longitudinal study. Student
achievement and development were
analyzed in three types of classrooms: (1)
small, one teacher with a range of 13 to 17

Continued on page 2
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Class Size
Continued from page 1

students; (2) regular, one teacher with a
range of 22 to 25 students, and (3)
regular-with-aide, one teacher with a
range of 22 to 25 students and a full-time
teacher aide. Participating schools
agreed to not group students by ability
and to assign teachers and students at
random to one of the three kinds of
classrooms. The 79 schools were
classified according to four locations:
inner-city, rural, suburban, and urban.
Beginning with kindergartners in 1985-
86 and ending with these children as
third-graders in 1988-89, more than 6,000
students were involved each year.

Project STAR included a "within-school"
design. Each of the 79 schools was
required to have at least 57 students at
the appropriate grade level and thus
contain at least one of each type of class
(small, regular, regular/aide). This
design "reduced major sources of
possible variation in student
achievement attributable to school
effects (i.e., community demographics,
principal leadership, instructional
materials, etc.)."

To measure student achievement, the
study used the appropriate parts of the
Stanford Achievement Test (K-3), STAR's
Basic Skills Criterion Test (grades 1-2),
and Tennessee's Basic Skills Criterion
Test (grade 3). Student development
was measured by the Self-Concept and
Motivation Inventory (SCAMIN).

Overall findings of Project STAR
indicated a "significant (statistically and
educationally) achievement advantage
(specifically in reading and
mathematics) for students in small
classes. The most pronounced effect
occurred in the first grade.... Students in
small classes consistently outperformed
students in regular and regular-with-
aide classes on all sub-scores of both
achievement measures at every grade
level (K-3), and in all four school-type
locations."

Lasting Benefits Study (LBS)
To determine if the achievement gains
realized as a result of small-class
participation in Project STAR were
maintained by students in later grades,
the Tennessee Department of Education
contracted with the Center of Excellence
for Research in Basic Skills, at Tennessee
State University, to conduct a
longitudinal follow-up study. All Project
STAR students had returned to regular-
size classes beginning with the fourth
grade. The Lasting Benefits Study (LBS)

tracked the gains made by these
students in the primary grades and
assessed their lasting benefits on
students' performance, as measured by
state achievement tests in later grades.

The LBS used the Tennessee
Comprehensive Achievement Program
(TCAP) to measure academic
achievement. The instrument was
chosen because Tennessee requires all its
schools to administer the TCAP at
grades 2 though 8 and at grade 10. The
TCAP, including both norm-referenced
and criterion-referenced testing
components, thus proved to be a
consistent measure across schools.

The fourth-grade LBS results indicated
that students who had been in Project
STAR small classes continued to
outperform those students who had
been in regular and regular-with-aide
classes on all achievement measures and
across all school locations. Results of the
analyses of students' fifth- and sixth-
grade years showed that small-class
students consistently did better than
their peers who had been in the other
two kinds of classes.

During their seventh-grade year (1992-
93), "students previously in a small-size
Project STAR class demonstrated that
they had statistically significant
advantages over students who were in
other class types on every set of
measurements.... Students from the
small classes retained an academic
advantage over students from regular
and regular-with-aide classes. The
positive effects from involvement in a
small-size class still remain pervasive
four-full years after students returned
to regular-size classes.... The statistically
significant advantages for LBS seventh-
grade students, who had been in Project
STAR small classes, form a strong
pattern of consistency. Small-class
students outperformed regular and
regular-with aide class students on
every academic measure."

Such findings have led Donald Orlich to
refer to Project STAR as "the most
significant educational research done in
the U.S. during the past 25 years" (PHI
DELTA KAPPAN, 1991). Jeremy Finn, a
nationally recognized educational
statistician with the National Center for
Educational Statistics, and his colleagues
have written that the research provides
"unambiguous evidence of a significant
class-size effect" and that "few
classroom-level interventions have been
identified that have a consistent impact
of this sort."

1

More information about the
Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio
Project and about the Lasting Benefits
Study may be obtained by contacting
Jayne Zaharias, Center of Excellence for
Research in Basic Skills, Tennessee State
University, 330 Tenth Avenue North,
Suite J, Nashville, Tennessee 37203, (615)
963-7238.

This experiment yields an
unambiguous answer to the
question of the existence of a
class-size effect, as well as
estimates of the magnitude
of the effect for early
primary grades.

- Jeremy Finn
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Full-Day Kindergarten Proposed in Massachusetts
The Special Commission on Early
Childhood for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has issued its report to
the state's legislature. Titled Children
First, the report is "the product of an
exhaustive study of the diverse systems
which purport to care for our children.
The direct long term benefits of a
coordinated system will accrue to all
economic and social classes. High
quality programs reduce the need for
welfare, remedial education and
criminal justice systems." Children First
recommends the coordination of a
statewide early childhood care and
education system to benefit children in
Massachusetts, and submits a plan that
provides access to affordable, quality,
developmentally appropriate programs
for each child.

The report offers four basic
recommendations:
(1) "Support families with young

children to ensure that all children
enter school ready to learn.
A. Support the role of families in

their children's care and
education by linking together
family outreach, education, and
support programs for 3 and 4
year old children and linking
them with programs for younger
and older children.

B. Help the public understand high-
quality care and education
programs by developing a public
awareness campaign.

C. Improve communication and
responsiveness between families
and early care and education
providers and policymakers by
conducting a series of family
forums.

(2) Increase affordability and
accessibility of early childhood
programs for families.
A. Expand opportunities for 3 and 4

year olds by supporting the cost
of early care and education
through a sliding fee scale to be
used by private programs, public
school and Head Start programs.

B. Increase the feasibility of offering
full-school-day kindergarten by
supporting a grant program.

C. Strengthen the system of early
care and education resource and
referral.

D. Integrate information on early
childhood programs and services
for system management and for
families by developing a single

data management system for
early childhood programs.

(3) Promote a consistent level of high
quality programs for young
children in a variety of early care
and education settings.
A. Promote professional

development of the early
childhood practitioner by
coordinating professional
development projects.

B. Compensate early childhood
practitioners with adequate wages
and benefits to support
themselves and their families.

C. Ensure that a basic level of quality
program standards is followed by
developing unified state
standards applying to all early
childhood programs.

(4) Develop a mechanism to expand
early childhood care and education
programs at the local and state
levels.
A. Integrate early care and education

programs at the community level
through a process of community
planning.

B. Integrate early care and education
at the state level by moving
toward the unification of
disparate programs in different
state agencies."

Children First incorporates the primary
grades into its overview of the state of
early childhood care and education in
Massachusetts, by including the
recommendation about kindergarten
(2B). The report is explicit in defining
"full-day" kindergarten as "full school
day" and acknowledges that families
with children in kindergarten still have a
need for care for the full-working day, a
need only partially addressed by the
recommendations.

In the 1994 fiscal year, Massachusetts
spent $177 million on both half-day and
full-day kindergarten programs
(approximately 27% of kindergarten
children attended public full-day
classes). The state's share was 35% of the
total cost, $62 million. The state
department of education estimates that
the state and local cost of implementing
full-school-day kindergarten programs
statewide would be an additional $61
million (which does not include
potential school building costs).

Because of the economics involved and
the implications for redefining social
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policy, Children First recommends that
the decision to establish full-school-day
kindergarten be made at the local level
(Recommendation 4A). In determining
whether or not such a program is
feasible, each community would need to
consider:

"The needs of children in the
community: how are kindergarten
children currently being served in the
community, i.e., numbers of children
in half-day and full-day public school
and private kindergarten programs?
The cost of the program and funding
for a plan to serve kindergarten-aged
children that has community and
school committee support. The
decision to offer full-school-day
kindergarten will have implications
for private providers of full-day
kindergarten, families, and local
taxpayers. (Private providers have
met the needs of children and families
for several years and their
contributions, including wrap-around
services, need to be taken into
consideration.)
Building community support for the
plan: how can the community build a
broad base of public support for full-
school-day kindergarten?"

The report suggests that an ongoing,
optional grant program could provide
quality enhancement monies for both
public and private full-school-day
kindergartens, and thus facilitate the
development of such programs, as well
as increase the quality in existing
classrooms. Programs would be able to
lengthen the school day, provide a
teaching assistant, lower class size,
purchase additional developmentally
appropriate materials, and/or offer
inservice training. Such grants, with a
maximum of $18,000 per classroom,
would cost $24.4 million and provide an
additional 1,350 full-day classes.
Communities that included the
provision of full-school-day
kindergarten in their community plans
(Recommendation 4A) would have
priority for the grants.

Children First: A Plan for an Early Care
and Education System for
Massachusetts/Report of the Special
Commission on Early Childhood
(December 1995) is available from the
Massachusetts Department of
Education, 350 Main Street, Malden,
Massachusetts 02148. Refer to
Publication #17798-32-6M-12/95-DOE.



Multiyear Programs
The opportunity for teachers to better
individualize curriculum and instruction
is one of the benefits of multiyear
programs. Such programs are often
referred to as "looping." A class that
loops stays together for at least two
years and sometimes for a longer period
of time. In addition to facilitating
curriculum and instruction, looping can
improve student learning by reducing
the apprehension about the new school
year and by providing students with
more time to build relationships with
their teacher(s) and their peers.

Writing in "Multiyear Education:
Reaping the Benefits of 'Looping,"
Kathy Check ley cites children's
development as self-directed learners,
and the increased comfort levels of
parents and children, as means through
which looping can help build a sense of
community among students, teachers,
and families. Such a learning
environment, emphasizing co-operation
and collaboration, can parallel the family
environment and provide life skills,
skills all of us have to employ every
day," according to Lilian Katz. Katz,
professor of early childhood education
at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana, suggests that a
looping schedule can create a sense of
family and thus provide students with a
sense of stability.

Colorado Department of Education
Early Childhood Initiatives
201 E. Colfax Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203

"We're always talking about
individualizing instruction," says Sue
Bredekamp, director of professional
development for the National
Association for the Education of Young
Children (NAEYC). "But you can't
individualize instruction until you know
the individuals." Multiyear programs
allow for the building of those personal
relationships that are the foundation for
young children's learning, and looping
provides time for teachers to know their
students.

Multiyear programs may exist because
declining student enrollment has
necessitated that schools loop and use
multi-age approaches in order to fill
classrooms. Sometimes multiyear
programs are created as teachers
voluntarily change grade levels, or they
may come into existence as schools
develop strategies to deal with
frustrations in staffing and scheduling.
Even though looping does exist, for a
variety of reasons, Check ley states that
"there is not sufficient data to support
what many educators contend: that
multiyear programs have a profound
impact socially and instructionally." She
cites a caution expressed by Lilian Katz:
"We need some good research. We need
a good close study of how this {looping}
might be effective.... What practices
enable teachers to optimize the benefits
of such programs?"

Kathy Check ley's artide, "Multiyear
Education: Reaping the Benefits of
'Looping," appeared in the November
1995 issue of ASCD's Education Update
(Volume 37, Number 8). The
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD) may
be contacted at 1250 N. Pitt Street,
Alexandria, Virginia 22314-1453, (703)
549-9110.
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SCAFFOLDING IN THE ZONE OF PROXIMAL
DEVELOPMENT

Elena Bodrova, Ph.D. and
Deborah I. Leong, Ph.D.

Some of the most often asked questions about
the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) are
"How do I know what is within this child's
ZI'D?" and "How do I know what is the right
assistance; how do I know when to withdraw
it?" We hope that this article will address
these questions directly and provide some
ideas about how to make use of the ZPD as
adults teach children.

The ZPD is the Vygotskian concept that-
defines the space between the child's level of
independent performance and the child's
level of maximally assisted performance
(figure-II (Bodrova & Leong, 1996; Vygotsky,
1978). Skills that are fully developed exist.at
the level of independent performance, and
those skills that are on the edge of emergence
are located within the ZPD.
As the child masters a new
task, what he could do with
assistance yesterday is what
he can do independently
today. Vygotskians believe
that at any given moment
there are things that lie
outside of the child's ZPD; .
thus, no matter what
assistance is given, the child
will not be able to learn
them. 'When teachers aim
only at the independent

, level of performance, the
result is that children
practice only what they already know. Over
the long term, solely. providing actiVities for
this independent level leads to boredom.
On the other hand, if the teacher aims
consistently too high or outside of the ZPD,
this can lead to frustration and to the child
giving up because "it's too hard."
Vygotskians believe that aiming within the
ZPD challenges the child, but also provides
the support to, insure successful learning.

Knowing What Lies Within A Child's ZPD
In any given classroom, there are two types
of ZPDone is the ZPD for the class as a
whole, and the other is the ZPD for

individuals within the class. The ZPD for a
class is generally approximated by the
teacher from her past experience at a specific
grade level, the expectations set by the grade-
level curriculum, and any standards that may
have been developed. Communication with
teachers from the previous grades can also
help the teacher to aim at the appropriate.

_class ZPD. The class ZPD sets the sequence
in which the various
skills/concepts/strategies are presented, as
well as defines the types of activities to be
used. As theteacher gets to know the
children and learns what they can do as a
group, the approximated ZPD becomes more
accurate and exact.

Within each classroom ZPD, however, there
dre many individual ZPD's; identifying each
of these areas is where teachers have the most
trouble. There may be differences between
the ZPD's of two children, but any given

child may also have a
different ZPD for different
activities. For example,
Joann's ZPD in math may
differ from her ZPD in
reading. We recognize that
determining the ZPD's for
each individual child is an
overwhelming task, but at
the same time, when we
work within each child's
ZPD, we waste less time, see
more progress, and have
children who are challenged
without being frustrated
(Berk & Winsler, 1995; Tharp

& Gallimore, 1988).

a

Level of assisted pertormanCe

ZPD

Level of independent performance

Figure 1

Individual ZPD'-s can be approidmated by
using initial assessments that teachers do at
the beginning of the year, information
collected during the previous year, or the
child's reaction to activities designed for the
class ZPD. The word approximated is very
important because the teacher must form a
tentative idea about what the ZPD is, and this
idea must then be verified by interaction with
that child or observation of the child.

Continued on page 2
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Scaffolding
Continued from page 1

Once an approximation has been made, the
teacher can,Vary the context to find the
boundaries of the ZPD. By "varying the
context," we mean observing the child using
the skill alone, with peers of the same and
different levels of expertise, with different
materials, or with the teacher. For example, .
ometimes a child who is reluctant to read .

aloud to a teacher will show her most
mature skills while reading to a younger
child. We are not advocating developing
tests for each context; but we do advocate
for- the classroom having enough variety in
the contexts, which are used to teach the
child, to enable the teacher to examine the
ZPD. Having too few child-directed
activities, or a limited number of
opportunities for peers to cooperate during
learning, is just as limiting as having too few
teacher-guided experiences. -In both cases
some of.the children will hot be able to
demonstrate the maximum they are capable
of doing.

Even with a variety of learning contexts,
teachers must be vigilant and watch for
those demonstrations of learning which do
occur. We have found that sometimes we
tend to see these moments as "anomalies"
or times when we say, "She never does
that," instead of asking ourselves, "What
were the things in this context that better
facilitated the learning than what we do -
normally?" A child, for example, who has a
hard time staying on task spends an hour at
the computer working-hard. What is it
about the Computer that makes it much
easier for this child? What are the things
from that context that we can Use to support
him?

Vygotskians believe that the teacher must be
.very sensitive to the child's actions and
reactions in the learning proCess, and make
adjustments to teaching based on this
information. When children show a great
deal of frustration, parrot responses, and
don't seem to progress even after changing
contexts several times, then what is being
taught.may lie outside the ZPD. Teachers
need to listen and trust their knowledge and
experience with each child. Barreling ahead,
ignoring this information will not lead to
learning. On the other hand, teachers don't
need to be afraid if their approximation of
the child's ZPD was incorrect. Sensitive
probing of the ZPD's boundaries does not
harm a child's development, but failing to
adjust teaching does. Once we have an
approximation of the child's ZPD, then the
next task is discovering how to provide
support that will help the child to learn. 1

Knowing What Is The Right Assistance

-The right assistance is not only
what helps the child in the
short run, but also what
builds the skill/concept
of the future. For
example, when a child
makes arierror, the
teacher can give the
correct answer; in the
short run this
response will probably <

result in a completed :<, '4 te

with the rest of the children; in
reality, she looks at the children

around her, and only after
they have said the refrain

does she repeat the last
word. She looks
engaged, and her.
mouth is moving, but
if the teacher were to
listen attentively, he
would see that Penny is

not really very active.
Her share of the learning

task is also-
disproportionate (figure 4).

Although she does learn
Figure 2 something from this context, Penny
, would learn much faster in a setting where

she is more active and where she doesn't let
the other children act for her. The assistance
in this case is not appropriate for her.

Assistance can be provided by many
sources. It helps to consider the entire
context as assisting the child rather than a

specific person providing such
assistance. Some children do

better in the whole group
context, where other \

children model what to_
do, than when they are
required to do the same
task on their own. For
others, especially
preschoolers and
young kindergartners,
play may be the context

which best supports
their learning (Berk, 1994).

\.° Pretending to read to a
stuffed animal or counting

pretend_cookies may help support
the acquisition of letters and numbers

better than more "academic" settings.

Assistance should be planned in such a way
that, it can gradua4 be withdrawn over
time, as the child is able to perform
independently. 'When a group of children is
having trouble taking turns, the teacher

must provide assistance so that the
children Will eventually be able to

monitor turn-taking to the
group's satisfaction on their

own. If the teacher just
tells the children, "You
go first, you go
second..." and so on,
the children will not be
able to monitor
themselves without
her, when she leaves or

withdraws assistance. If
she teaches them a rhyme

or how to pull straws to
determine who goes first, the

children can then use the rhyme

student assignment. Or,
the teacher can give the
child a strategy that requires
several attempts before the child
can -"get it." For Vygotskians it is the
strategy that is the appropriate assistance
even though the child may make several
more erroneous attempts before she can
really use it. Another example of assistance
is pairing a child with another child who is
much more capable and who actually takes
over the situation, allowing the learner few
opportunities to make mistakes. The
learner. might feel good that he was
able to Produce a successful
project, but Vygotskians
believe that such
assistance will not
guarantee a transfer of
skills. TO determine
what is the right
assistance, the teachei
must reflect on what
the child is supposed
to learn, Is the goal to
answer correctly this .

time, or is it to learn the
skill well enough to
perform it independently in
the future?

\A

._
Agure 3

Assistance must be provided in such a way
that the child is actively involved. To learn,
the child can not just respond, but must .

actively construct and make meaning. To
illustrate what this means, think of the
learning task as a pie with "shares" for each
of the participants. In the best case the child
has a large share in the interaction,
whether he is being supported
by the teacher, a peer, or the
group {figure 2). In a first-
grade class, the children
are reading a big book,
and the teacher wants
the children to say the
repeating refrain of
the story from
memory. Jason
always says the refrain
first. For him the share
of the learning ta'Sk is
disproportionate (figure 3).
In the same class Penny
seems to always say the refrain

Vi-

Figure 4
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Scaffolding
Continued
or straws to decide on
their own. The teacher
plans this assistance
and makes the straws
or rhyme available in
order for her to be
able to turn over
responsibility to the
children.

Knowing When To
Provide And When To
Withdraw Assistance
The concept of scaffolding
introduced by Wood, Bnmer, and Ross

Figure

(1976) is the answer to our last question
about when is the right time to give
assistance and how it should be withdrawn. '
When a building is constructed, a scaffold
with the size and shape of the future
building is created. In the initial stages, the
contractor provides more scaffolding than in
later stages, when the walls are established
and the foundation is secure. If the
scaffolding is removed too
early, the building will .

suffer. If the scaffolding is
not removed, the -

contractor will not be
able to construct
another building.

In teaching, teachers
provide more support
at the beginning stages
of skill/concept
formation. If the support
is removed too early, the
chilcimay have incomplete or

more knowledgeable person and can
be the teacher or a peer. The

novice is the learner or child.
.

In the initial stages of
learning, the task is
divided somewhat
unequally (figure 51. As
can be seen, the expert
has more than half of
the responsibility for the -
task, but the

learner/novice must also
be actively involved in order

to Jearn. Remember that the
goal is for the learner to acquire

5 ihe strategy, not to just parrot the
correct answer after the expert. It is the
expert's role to make sure that the learner is
acquiring the new skills.

Then, as the learner becomes more
competent, the expert begins to withdraw
support. The task itself is not changed, but
the distribution of the "shares" representing

the amount of responsibility has. The
expert withdraws assistance, and

the learner must fill in the
missing pieces (figure 61.

'Finally, when the learner
has mastered the
skill/concept/strategy,
the expert no longer
plays a role in the
taskit is the learner

alone (figure 71.

A simple example of this
scaffolding can be found in

Mr. Nick's classroom, where
6 children are making macarOni

necldaces. At the beginning, Mr. Nick
has to guide both of Marissa's hands,
pushing the string through the piece of
macaroni, as he explains, "You hold it like
this so the'string won't fall out." As the
child becomesMore competent, the teacher
sets the macaroni in her hand in the correct
way, but Marissa is the one who pushes the

string through. Finally when she
seenis-to have mastered the

stringing, Mr. Nick no longer
offers help, but just

comments on the
finished product.
The taskmaking the
.necklacedoesn't
change, but the
distribution of activity
does.

incorrect understandings. If the Figure
supports are left too long, the child will not
be encouraged to move on to new learning.

Builders are in a better position to concretely
experience what happens when scaffolding
is not removed appropriatelythe building
falls down. For teachers, it iS much more
difficult to think about how to support
learning, a process that can only be
inferred from the child's
performance. For this reason
we have found it helpful ,
to think about providing
and removing
scaffolding in terms of
changing the size of
the "shares" of the
task, in which the
learner and the
person(s) providing the
scaffolding are involved.
To illustrate this idea, think
about an expert/novice
learning context. Th. e expert is a

« I *

Figure 7

We have found the
concepts of ZPD and

scaffolding to be helpful to
teacher, as they address the

many individual needs of

16

children in their classrooms. By using these
concepts as tools, teachers can challenge
children in appropriate ways and help them
to enjoy learning.
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Professional Development Opportunities
at NAEYC Annual Conference

At the National Association for the Education of Young Children
(NAEYC) 1996 Annual Conference in Dallas, one-hour sessions are
designated in various categories or tracks. Sessions are listed in the
conference program under a tack heading which indicates their
dominant theme. Among the 41 tracks from which participants can
choose are ones dealing with Assessment/Portfolios/Observation,
Child Development, Curriculum, Exceptional Children,
Kindergarten/Primary, Mixed/Multi-Age, Multiple Intelligences,
and Public Schools.

In addition to the one-hour sessions in the Kindergarten/Primary
track, there are several networking, preconference, seminar, and
evening presentatiofis which have becn plarz_gd ,1:7 members of
NAEYC's Primary Grades Interest Group and by thembers of the
National All Day Kindergarten Network. These special sessions
include the following:

The Child-Centered Primary School: Turning Developmental
Theory Into Classroom Practice a visit to a local elementary
school in Dallas, designated as a "blue ribbon" school by the
U.S. Department of Education, where there will be an
opportunity for participants to engage in focused classroom
observations and dialogue with members of the school staff;
on Wednesday, 20 November, 8:00 AM to 12:30 PM

Learnifig,Planning and Brain Research: Creating a Positive
Environment for the Success of All Children an interactive
session, demonstrating the significance of current brain
research, in which participafits will look at how the brain
functions, teaching strategies, and meaningful content
(developmentally appropriate curriculum) in developing
positive learning environments for the success of all
children; on Wednesday, 20 November, 2:00 to 4:00 PM

Accreditation for the Primary Grades a seminar focusing on
challenges as well as supports for the accreditation of
programs for children in the primary grades, in which
participants will, make recommendations to schools,
programs, and to NAEYC for future steps in the,expansion
of an accreditation system; on Thursday, 21 November, 11:00
AM to 1:00 PM

Meaningful Learning in the Primary Grades: Connecting
Curriculum and Assessment a session providing an
opportunity for participants to hear and discuss issues,
strategies, and models related to the critical connection of
curriculum and assessment, in implementing
developmentally appropriate practice; on Thursday, 21
November, 7:00 to 9:00 PM

Understanding and Implementing the All-Day Kindergarten: A.
Case Study Approach - a seminar in which participants will
address continuing topics and dilemmas related to the
implementation of an all-day program for five-year-olds,
ranging from curriculum ireas to parental concerns,
assessment to advocacy; on Friday, 22 November, 8:30 to
10:30 AM.

Reservations are necessary for the visit to the primary program on
Wednesday, and may be obtained by contacting Frank Fielden
(Colorado) at 303-866-6674 (voice) or 303-866-6662 (fax).
Participants do not need t94weregister for any other presentation.
Other representatives of NAENt's Primary Grades Interest Group
and the National All Day Kindergarten Network, who may be
contacted for informatiiin, are: Ken Counselman (New York) 914-
257-2867, Sue Cruikshank (ahnecticut) 203-834-1251, Anita
McClanahan (Oregon) 503-378-5585, ext. 665, and Susan Nall
(Illinois) 618-692-3082.

Colorado Department of Education
Early Childhood Initiatives
201 E. Colfax Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203
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The Influence of/Child bre Quality
on Kindergarten SucCess

"Every dayfive million AmErican :Children attend ;
child care. ,Indeed, forty percint-of allAmerican

, youngsters spend some of their preschool mohths'
in child care."

Parents and teachers of children M the
primary_grades especially are aWare of these -

increasing numbers of preschoolers, whä'are
in child care prior to their beginning '
elementary school. For example, the impact -
which Child care programs, both in the private .

and,public Sectors, -have on children and their
familieg is discussed-when transitiori planS are

\ developed for preSchoolers as they enter
kindergarten. As child care ha's become air \
essential element in the nation's culture,
current and accurate information about child
care quality, costs, and childoutcomes has
become neces'sary. Now, as a part of these
data-gathering efforts, researell is lookingar,
what impact the quality of a preschool child's
experiences in child carerias on he-17111.S
success in the kindergarten classroom.

providing developmentally appropriate

The quality of child care is primarily related-
' to higher staff-to-child ratios, staff

edUcation, ands administrator's' prior
experience. In addition, teachers' wage,
-their ecincation and specialized training
were the most important characteristics that

/ distinguish poor, mediocre, and good-,
quality centers. ,

States in this study with more demanding ,
licensing standards have feweryoor-
quality centers; centethat corriPly with

\ additional standards beyond those required
for basic licensing (such as those required
for funding or accreditation) proVidehigher
quality seryices.
Centers with extra resources used then to
improve quality

Cost, Quality,,and Child Outcomes in Child
,Care Centers is a comprehensive study of \
center child care in four states. Los Anges__ --
Courity, California; the Front Range in
Colorado; the New Hayen/Hartford corridor '-
in ConnectiCut, and the Piedmont Triad in

- Mirth Carolina. Researchers from th
UniverSity of Colorado at Denver, the

- University of California at Los Angeles, the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
and Yale University colleeted and analyzed
data during 1993 and 1994. In total, data were
collectechfrom 401 centers and 826 preschool-
-aged children attending a subsaniple of theSe

_ centers. ,
In the research design an intensive, on-site \
study was conducted ofCenters in foutfairly
representative states with Yarying licensing -
standards and demographic and economic
characteristics. Taken together, the'resultsfor

- a given state are representative of other stateS
with similar characteriStics. ,

Preiriously published findings from thestricly
regarding the qualify of child care services
'have included'the following:

. Child care at-most centers in the United
States is poor to rirediocreWithalmost half
of -the infant and toddler/roonfs having'
poor qUality. /
Only-One in seyen centers provides a level
of quality that promotes healthy
developMent Child care in-one ineight
centers threatens health and Safety: Seven
in ten centers are providing mediocre care"
which may compromige children's ability
to enter school ready to learn. Infants and
toddlers_fare worse. Forty peicent O-f the-
infant and toddler rooms were observed to
/endanger children;s health and safetY

"Only onin 12 infant and toddler rooms are...7:-

\ The regeaitherS in the Cost, Quality, and
__Child Outcomes study are, however,

_ interested in disCovering long,term effects of
the quality of preschool experiences on
Children, asmellas short-term ones. The
preschool children who were observed are

,

4

beingfollowed through their kindergarten, ,

-first-grade, andsecond-grade years in \-

elementary school. Because of this
lOrigitudinal element, some of the data has not --
yet been gathered; other data have been
obtained but nol yet analyzed; and new-
findings are released periodically. ,7

In a session entitled
-
"The Influenie of Child

Care.Quality onTreschoot and Early Schaol
Outcomes for Children," held at the 1996 - \
Annual Conference of the National
Association for the Education of Young
Children, members of:the-research team
presented infonriatiori about what kind of,
kindergarten year these children; in fact;
experienced.,4kn examination of the data --
shows that the quality of the-child care, which
they received aspreschoolers, generally -

positivelY affected the childreri as
kindergarteners in such areas as:,
§ pre-academic skills (reading and math),
§ receptive language skills,
§ social/behavioral skills, and
§ attitudes/perceptions.

,
SpecifiCally,the qUality of preschOol child care
-positively impacted language develOpment of

%_these children. when therweie -

kindergarten, regardless of the quality of the
kindergarten program: Mother outcome is '

}

/

Position Statement on Interdisciplinary Learning,,
-Pre-K - Grade 4

I 4._

Recent calls 'far educational reform focus on- to.beiespOnsive to--childreit's curiosity and. e
the need for curricula emphasizing concept:hal- questions about real life and to result in
learning that is integrated across traditional ' productive learning and positive attitudes
subject areas. Responding to this need, the --

major national subject-matter organizations
the National Council of Teachers of N.

Mathematics, the National Council of -
Teachers of English, theinteMational
Reading Associatirin:the National Sciehce
Teachers AssOciation, the National Council
for the Social Studies, the Speech
ConununiCation Association; and the
CoUncil for EleMentary Science

dataLgathering skills of all the disciplines.-;Intehlatiorialmet-to discuss and develop .

Su an instructionaLprocess shOuld also /
, guidelines for integrating the curriculum from ch

Pre-k_-_Grade 4. A result of theirdischssibris:: encourage'childreri to interact with others in a
'learning communifYwhere diversity ofis \this position 'stater-tent, which outlines the

ought a tund culre ii valued:-principles that should guide the th

toward scho-c51 and teacher's.

The participating organizations believe
educational eTeriences should help develop

- I children'shatural curiosity and their=
. _

mclination to construct meaning. A focus-on
relationships across disciplines shohld
enCourage creative prOblem solving and

- ciecisiOn making becauSe it makes ayailable to
students the perspectives, knowledge, and

implementation of an integrated currieulu.

Basic to this effortis the belief that education-al
experiences are more authentic and of greater
value to students'when the curricula reflect -

real life, which is multifacetedrather than
--being compartmentalized intoneat Subject:
matter packages. -InterdisciPlinary instruction

-capitalizes on natUral and logical connections --

that cut across content areas and is organized
around questions, themes, problems, or
projects rather than along traditional subject-
matter boundaries: Such instruction is likely_

With the above statements in mind, the
Participating organizations recommendThe
following guiding principles. -

InterdisCiplinary Pre-K - Grade 4 Curricula
should:

-4-

1. Maintain the integrity of content drawn- _
-from the disciplines by using meaningful

connections to sustain students' inquiry
between and among those disciplines:.
Interchaciplinary instruction should be
authentie ahd worthwhile. If is important
for students to develop famillaritYwith the'



/__\
,

that closeneSs between presChoolers and their
child care providers positiYely affected the
children's cognitive skills in kin-dergartem-,
regardless of what type of-interactions-they
experienced wit_h their kindergarten teachers.

SikhiiiidingS'ak these in kindergarten, as well
-asthe outcotnes experienced in first and

.second gradefleggitudinalclata which are 7
now being gathered and/or analyzed), are
critical. It may be important to consider the

- research ofthese professionals when such
'federal prograisas-Head Start and Title I
eniphasize quality experiences. the outcomes
may inform.discussions, involving.,Parents
and teachers of children in the primgy
grades; as individual states develop content .

standards, and debate oCciii-spbbut how
_children 'should meet such standards.

. 1-

.

PubfiShedfindings in the Cost, Quality, and
Child Outconies in Child Care Centers study_
are available in three formats: an ExeCutiCre
SurnmarY:($8:00 each); a 90-page Piiblic

'Reporti($15.00 each),_and a500-page Technical,
. Report ($40.00 each). The reports ate available-

front the Economics bepartment;,UniyerSity
of Colorado at Denyer, Cimpus13dx_159, P.O.
Box-173364, Denver, CO 80217-3304, (303),556-

, 4934 hi:oicel, (303) 556:3547 {fax). -

_
Top 10 Signs of a Goo

,
Kindergarten is a iiine-faftchildren to expand-
their love of learningtheir general .7.-

--knowledge, theyabilitY to get along With
7--otherS,and-theirinterest in reaching out to-the

world. While-kindergarteriinar4 an
important:transition frorri preschool to the:
primary grades, it iS irnportant that children

- -still getio chlldren, getting
kindergarteners ready for
elementary sChool does nbt
mean sUbstittiting academics
for play tithe, orciftg children
-to inaster first grade "skills,'/' or

- relying on standardized tests to
assess children's success.--

; Kindeigarten_i'curriailum"-
actually includes such- events as

, Snack tirne,- recess/. and
iridividuAandgroup aCtivities

addition to thoSe activities,
_we think of as traditionally
'educational. Developmentally_
appropriate kindergatten
classrooms encourage the,.
gro,wth of children'sself7

-;esteern their Cultural identities, their
independenceiand their individual 4rengths

cilCindergarteri-cl_a'gsropm

kindergarten children Will Eontinue-to
deNielop control Of their own behavior through I

; theguiclaticeand-uppart of Wgm, caring
adults. At this stage children are'already: ,

-eager to learn and possess=aninnatecuriosity7
Teachers With a strong background in early

\ childhood education and child-developmern
can besTiiipvide for children
whatthey-need to grow / \
physically, emotionally, an&
intellectually;') - ,

I

Becaiise chil
differ in-"
'experienes and,
-ba&iround, tf4
d6 not learn the
saline things if the;
sametime in the
same way.

k

r

_

Here aree 10 signs of a goOd,, -

kindergarten claisroom N

1. Children are playing and
'working with material:S.
other Children. They are not - -
aimlessly wandering or forced-
to quietly for_lang periods
of time.

2. Children have access to
various activities thrOughout
the day'scich as block builefirig,-
'pretend play,-picture hooks,
pairits and- /

COntinued onpage 47

,N
_

' knowledge,.assump_tions,, and Methods of,
inquiry used-inmany subject-matter areas-,\.

' inorder to be able to Select that which is = .

inost appropriate-for any-given situation. -.- \-
Major concepts and rnethodsfrom-the \_ ,
various disciplinesshould be taught as part '-,
of integrated units and at times that are
apPropriate to studentS' intensts and-....

;_,_
cognitive and social developmentc,1

\

.
N

product development, drama, and
telecommunkations. Collaborative,

( interaction among stddents whodiffer in
abilities, peispeCtives, experiences; ,-

ethnicity, and interests proniotes learning A7, _ , .

fOr all students and fosters pbSitive

I Z Foster a learning cominunity in Which-__
stUdents arid teachers detennine together )

the-issues, questions, arid strategies for
investigatitin. An appropriate balance

-
shOuldhe maintained betweenStudent-- _
initiated and teacher-initiated learning /1

experiences.
\

democraticslassrooms. Select
curricula andorganize classrooms that will
cultivatealearning coMmunity in which
students develop bothindependerice
investigators and the abilityto collaborate / ,

with eachother and with teachersto raise , If

-questions, investigate-issues; and solve
problerns: Students should be encouraged

x
to assumeancreasing responsibility;for theit
learning so that they,can gainconfidence in \

-s their abilitiesto find infonnation,
understand and articulateldeas,,and make
decisions. \

r -
\ 4. Provide a variety of opporhinitieS for '\

interactionamorig 'diverse leiniers-=fori\

example, disctissirin, inVestigation,
r

/
8. Use witie--rariging assessirients to evaluate-

both the procesks and outcomes of
sttidenklearning. Ongoingsassewnent
during the inijuiry process should lead;
studentS and teachers to determine What

'-criteria can be osed to identify,quality
'attitudes towards others and toward ( work. Decisions about instruction shOc-ild-..;,

_learning:1 _ / be based on ayariety of \fcirrrial and
I. - informal-assessment strategies thitmoye

/ 5. .Respeckdiversity of thoughtand culture beyond the exclushrensof objectiye- Studentsffiould learn by employing a -' -> ' "-- measines-to incthdelobsefvation, portfolios,
Variety of learning str4egies, engaging in a ,' _ / - and,performance1Ssessments.

l
....-- .. \

wide range of learning experiences, Old_ ; - -, . -.-.

examining'many and,varied perspectives. An inteidisciplinary edikation which draws ,

r ' - -;,--, \ .- = \ , froni the knowledge andyrocessesbfrbultiple
, 6. Teachstuaents to use awideiiirietY of /`

..i disciplinesshoulcl encoUragtildents to
'-' sources, includipg primary-sOurces, oral ,\,,, / beComi'aaive learners eqUip with the ', '--

, / coMmunicabon, direa observation, ahd t analyticaVinterpretative'and eValuative skills
-.-experinientation. The-use Of nibliiple and --T-needed to SOlve real-life prnialems., - I

1, ', cliVeis'e sources aceornmodges various Elirninating artificial barriers among subject
-i- learning styks, interests, and abilities; - ----',- _ areas giVes students a broader context for }_.

teaches theimportance of cross-checking , solving real-life problems. \
,

for accUracy 'and bias; and develops " -
students' ability'to choose the most
appnipriate and productiVe sources for - ' 2
investigating specific questions or
problems.- _ r

7. Use multiPle symbol systemsas ls to
leam arid present knowledge 'These can

/

,:Single copies -of this Statement are- available
free upon reqUest and may:be copied-withbut

_

permission from the National Catincil,of)
Teachers of English. Multiple copies are I

;include s'yntbols usecl4ii language, - avglabk g a bulk prep/aid rate of $7.00 Per

mathematics, inusic,and art, as well as 1001 When bidding, refer tO stock #233.25. L.

those that translate knowledge into tables, Request niay be sent to NIC:1-li Order

) Chartand graphs. . Department, 1111 W. Kenyon Road, Urbana,
\ _ 61801-1096.



Top 10 Signs of a Good
Kindergarten Clissroom
Continued from page 3

other art materials, and table toys Such-as
legos, Pegboards, and puzileS. Children
are not all doing the same thingsat the _
saine time.;

3. Teachers work with individual children,
small gmups, and the whole gmup at
different times during the day. They do not
spend time only Withthe entire group.

4. The classroom is decorated with children's
original artwork, their own writing With
invented spelling, and dictated stories.

- 5. Children learn numbers and the,alphabef in
the 'context of:their el/4day experiences.
Exploring the natural world ofplants and
animals, cooking, taking attendarice, and
serving snack are all meaningful actiyities,
to children. 1

,

6. Children work on projects and have long
Periods Of time (af least one hour) td play
and explore. Filling out Worksheets
should not be their primary activity

7. Children ha'Ye an oppOrtiinity to Play r"
ouiSide every day-that weather permits.-- ,

This-play is never sadifiCed for more
instructional time. '

, 8. -Teachers read books to children
throughout the day, not just at group Story
time.

.9. Curriculurrt is adapted for those who are
ahead as well as thOse who need

-additional help. Becanse ghildren differ in
experiences and backgroiind, they do not
learrithe same things at the:Same tame in \

-the same way. - . -
4, 10. Children and their parents look forward td

schoot Parents feel Safe sending their
child to kindergarten. Children are happy; -_-'
they are not eryingor regularly sick.-

-- Individual kindergarten classroorns will vary,
arid curriCulurri will vary according to-the
-interests and backgrounds of the children,. But
all developmentally appropriate kindergarten-
classrooms will have one thing in cOmmon: )

the focus will be on the development of the '-
child as a whole..

).

Theabove article is number 12 irythe series`_,,
Early Years Are Learning Years, produced by
the:-NatiOnal Associafion for thejEdUcation of
Young Children:TReproductión of this

freelygranted, provided credit is
given to NAEYC. The organizatiOn may be

contacted by mail at,150916th Street, SIN,
WaShingtOn, DC 200364426; by telephone at \

_ (80) 424-200; by fax at,(202)-328-1846; and by /-
e-mail (http:/ 4www.naeyc.Org/naeya

,... t . ...:

e kindergarten rnarks-zan impó tranaitian-ifesj Ol to the4m
de§,-it'is important that children still'OftiThe childie g,kiridergartfnersv

-,- ready for eleñIeñtary school dOes not mon sul?stit*ing acadernics'for play time. --=
-- -''..: , .-

,._ , , -- , ,
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The Effects of Positive Transitions on Early Literacy

Ttie report of the California Reading
Task Force, Every Child A Reader, and
he subsequent reading advisory,

Teaching Reading, recommends strong
collaboration between preschool and K-12
educators to effect reading reform
(Recommendation 6). It also recommends
planning and coordination at the state and
local levels to ensure effective transitions
into kindergarten. Although positive
transitions may not directly
result in reading success
for each child, the task
force members
recognize their
potential to enhance
early literacy
development.

When preschool staff
provide a
developmentally
appropriate literacy
curriculum and
elementary school staff
build on previous literacy
experiences, children become
more successful readers. Research indicates
that children who become successful readers
tend to share many of the following
characteristics, all of which have
implications for early childhood programs:

1. They have had 1,000 or more hours of
literacy experiences prior to starting
school, including demonstrations, shared
storybook reading, literacy play, alphabet
games and songs, phonemic awareness
activities, and explorations of letters and
print. (Patricia M. Cunningham and
Richard L. Allington, Classrooms That
Work. New York: HarperCollins College
Publisher, 1994, p. 22)

When

awareness activities. (H. K. Yopp,
"Developing Phonemic Awareness in
Young Children," THE READING
TEACHER, May, 1992; J. K. Torgesen and
Brian R. Bryant, Phonological Awareness
Training for Reading. Austin, Texas:
PRO-ED, 1994; C. Juel, "Learning to Read
and Write: A Longitudinal Study of Fifty-
Four Children from First Through Fourth
Grade," JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL

PSYCHOLOGY, Vol. 80 [1988],
pp. 437-447)

ool staff
provide a

developmentally
appropriate literacy
cuniculum, and

elementary staff build on
previous literacy

experiences, children
become more successful

readers.

2. They love reading and books and see the
purpose of reading. (Marilyn J. Adams,
Beginnthg to Read: Thinking and
Learning About Print. Cambridge:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1990, pp. 60-61)

3. They have participated in phonemic

4. They have been
included in
conversations and
treated as competent
language partners.
(Judith A.
Schickedanz, More
Than the ABCsThe
Early Stages of
Reading and Writing.
Washington, DC:
National Association
for the Education of
Young Children, 1988,

P. 3)

5. In play activities, they have used symbols
to represent objects (e.g., a block for a
telephone), taken the perspective of
others, used increasingly efficient mental
strategies to remember information and
solve problems, and predicted and
developed story plays for themselves and
their peers to "act out." All of these kinds
of activities enhance children's
capabilities to understand the use of
symbols in reading. (J. V. Hoorn, P. M.
Nourot, and B. Scales, Play at the Center
of the Curriculum. New York: Macmillan,
pp. 20-25, 133-147, 193-216, and 220-225)

6. They have experienced a print-rich
environment in which they were led to
notice print at the grocery store or
laundromat, on business logos, and so
forth. (Green Brock, "The Influences of
Social Context on Kindergarten Journal
Writing," JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN

Continued on page 2
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Positive Transitions
Continued from page 1

CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, Vol. 7,
No. 1 [1992], pp. 5-19)

7. Through books, pictures, and stories
they have been exposed to the
characteristics of print, including
directionality, purpose, mechanics, and
book handling. (M. Clay, The Early
Detection of Reading Difficulties [third
edition]. Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Heinemann, 1985)

8. Their early experiences with literacy
emanate from real-life contexts that are
meaningful and interesting to them: for
example, following a recipe to make
cookies, selecting a birthday card for
grandmother, reading a story with
father. (Laying the Foundation for
School SuccessRecommendations for
Improving Early Learning Programs.
Baltimore: Maryland State Department
of Education [Commission on the Early
Years], 1992, p. 43)

9. Children who are successful readers
have been read to by adults who
expanded on the children's text-related
comments; that is, the children have
related the text to their own experiences,
they have used the text to enhance their
thinking, and they have asked
progressively more challenging
questions about text content. (Bridges to
Literacy. Edited by D. K. Dickinson.
Cambridge,,Massachusetts: Blackwell,
1994)

10. Their parents and kindergarten teachers
share a common understanding of the
attributes and attitudes children need as
they enter school. (Jerry West, Elvie
Germino Hausken, and Mary Coffins,
Readiness for Kindergarten: Parent and
Teaclier Beliefs. Washington, DC:
USDOE/Office of Educational Research
and Improvement, 1993)

11. In the prephonic stage, they have
experimented with writing by using a
variety of materials in a meaningful
context. Their early attempts at writing
include drawing, copying, and invented
spelling. (Judith A. Schickedanz, More
Than the ABCs, pp. 94-95)

12. They have watched educational
television programs such as Sesame
Street or Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood
instead of adult programs and
entertainment cartoons. ("Study Finds
Educational TV Lends Preschoolers

Even Greater Advantages." NEW
YORK TIMES, May 31, 1995. Excerpts
Of a study by the Center for Research on
the Influences of Television on Children,
University of Kansas)

13. Their parents are actively involved in
their learning and show an interest in
their progress. (D. R. Entwisle, "The
Child's Social Environment and
Learning to Read," READING
RESEARCH: ADVANCES IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE (VOL. 1). New York:
Academic Press, 1979; and C. E. Snow,
"Literacy and Language: Relationships
During the Preschool Years,"
HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW,
Vol. 53, No. 2, pp. 165-189)

14. They are physically healthy, rested, and
well nourished; able to communicate
needs, wants, and thoughts orally; and
enthusiastic and curious in approaching

new activities. (A Public School Survey
on Kindetgarten Readiness.
Washington, DC: National Center for
Education Statistics, USDOE/Office of
Educational Research and
Improvement, 1993; order number
NCES 93-410)

The above article and the grid below are
reprinted from Continuity for Young
Children: Positive Transitions to
Elementary School (Sacramento: California
Department of Education, 1997). Copies of
this publication are available for $7.50 each,
plus shipping and handling charges, from
the Bureau of Publications, Sales Unit,
California Department of Education, P. O.
Box 271, Sacramento, California 95812-
0271, (916) 445-1260.

Transitions Affect Everyone

A child's transition from preschool or home to elementary school marks an important
step that involves not only the child but also the child's parents, preschool teacher, and
kindergarten teacher. Each plays a different role in the transition and, therefore, has
different questions about the experience.

The new kindergartner wants to
know: .

Will my teacher like me?
Who will be my friend?
Will everyone be like me?
Where will I hang my jacket?
How will I know where the
bathroom is?

A parent of a new kindergartner asks:

Is my child ready for school?
Will the teacher like my child?
Will my child be safe and nurtured?
Am I a good parent?
Will there be other children in class
like my child?
Will my child be successful in
school?
What will my child be expected to
learn?

,

The questions asked by the preschool
teacher might be:

Does our program meet children's
needs and prepare them for
kindergarten?
How can I offer comments and
advice about my students to their
kindergarten teachers?
Will kindergarten continue my
developmentally appropriate
practices?
Will parents I worked with so closely
feel part of the new school?
How can I know what the
kindergarten teacher expects?

Finally, the kindergarten teacher
wonders:

Are the children ready to learn?
Will the parents and children
understand and value what I am
trying to do?
Am I ready for the children I will
have this year?
What preschool and home
experiences have the children had
that will help them learn?
Will my students be ready for first
grade next year?
Am I clear about what my students
should be learning?

°

from Continuity for Young Children: Positive Transitions to Elementary School (p. 2)
.0 r



Does Class Size Make A Difference?
For the past 15 years, dass-size initiatives
have frequently been debated and
implemented at the state level via
legislation. While states continue to be
interested in reducing class size in the
primary grades, the initial state-wide costs
associated with such efforts are high. Some
districts consider class size to be such a
critical component for improving student
outcomes that they use local funds to begin
such a program. Such a local initiative in
Burke County Schools in Morganton, North
Carolina, shows how districts can impact
class size, and how reduced class size can
affect other programmatic components in
the primary grades.

student achievement
In the 1991-92 school year, the reduced
class-size initiative began in first grade,
with four elementary schools selected to
have class sizes of 15. The remaining 10
eletnentary schools in the district had class
sizes of approximately 25, and were
available as "control" schools. Students in
the "experimental" condition were matched
as closely as possible to students from the
control schools.

First year evaluation results (1991-92) of the
reduced class-size initiative [of first-grade
classes in the four elementary schools] were
positive. Reduced class-size students
significantly outperformed the control
students [class size of 25] on both the state
math test and the D.C. Heath reading test.

The project was expanded in the second
year to include the first grades in all 14
elementary schools and the second grades
in the four original pilot schools. The
second project-year evaluation (1992-93)
again showed positive results: at the end of
second grade, after two years of smaller
classes, reduced class-size students
significantly outperformed the control
students on the D.C. Heath reading test and
the state math test. Reduced class size at
the second grade, thus, produced
achievement gains in reading and math
over and above gains produced in the first
year, when compared to control groups.

The project was expanded in 1993-94 to
include all first grades, second grades in
seven schools, and third grades in the four
pilot schools. At the end of the third-grade
school year, after three years in smaller
classes, reduced class-size students were
compared to the control students selected at
the beginning of first grade. Reduced class-
size students significantly outperformed
regular class-size students by
approximately a year in reading and math

as measured by the North Carolina End-of
Grade (EOG) test developmental scale
scores.

In 1994-95, the initiative was expanded to
include all second grade classes. For the
1995-96 school year, the project was
expanded to include the third grades at two
additional elementary schools. Student
enrollment for the reduced class-size
initiative for the 1995-96 school year was
2,860 with 1,193 first graders, 1,125 second
graders, and 542 third graders.

personnel
Since the 1980s, the state of North Carolina
has funded teacher assistants in all primary
classrooms (K-3). With the reduced class-
size initiative, Burke County officials made
the decision not to use assistants in the
smaller-sized classrooms. Since officials
were prohibited from using assistant
position money for teaching positions,
displaced assistants were trained to work
in a one-to-one tutoring program or were
moved to work in the upper grades of
their assigned schools. Some assistants
Who quit or retired were not replaced. The
elimination of teacher assistants in K-3 has
been the most controversial aspect of the
initiative, because support for the assistants
is strong in the community, and their
reassignment/removal has been
questioned. (In 1995, the North Carolina
Legislature passed a law that gave Burke

.County and Mecklenburg County
unrestricted authority to convert 'assistant'
dollars to 'teacher' dollars.)

parent/teacher communication
Teachers reported that they had better and
more frequent communication with parents
than in previous years with larger classes.
Parents noted that in reduced class-size
schools, they could talk with teachers
almost daily.

instruction
With fewer students in relatively large
rooms, a more varied and active
instructional program was utilized, such as
learning and activity centers, project-based
instruction, and experiments. Such
instructional techniques complemented
the provision of a developmentally
appropriate primary program. Teachers
considered it beneficial to have large and
small-group activities for children in a
noncompetitive atmosphere. Worksheets
were discouraged as a method'of
instruction; active exploration Was regarded
as crucial. The types of activities
incorporated into classrooms on a daily
basis included reading stories to children as
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well as using centers for small group work
and manipulatives to teach mathematics.
Other instructional activities included
motor exercises, music, dramatic play, and
educational games.

assessment
With the smaller class sizes, district
personnel realized that assessing student
progress could be made more personal and
ongoing. School officials formed a study
group of teachers to work with a consultant
to design a primary student writing and
reading portfolio. Administrators and
teachers believed that the portfolios,
which consisted of a reading log and
monthly student writing samples, were a
more individualized and authentic
assessment of student work on the
primary level than standardized tests and
a more effective communication tool in
discussing student progress.

professional development
Influenced by a revised Standard Course of
Study in Korth Carolina, the primary-level
curriculumprograms in mathematics,
science, and reading changed at the same
time the reduced dass-size initiative in
Burke County was started. The state math
curriculum went to an exploratory
approach. The science curriculum was
designed around thematic units which
included a "hands-on" component.
Reading books were literature-based.
During the first three.years of the program,
staff development was intensive, and
consultants conducted a series of
workshops in the different curriculum
areas. A staff development program
continues with new primary teachers to the
system receiving inservice trainings in
reading and math.

long-range planning
Based on financial resources and space,
the ultimate plan is to have a class size of
15 students in every first, second, and
third grade classroom in Burke County

The above article contains information
adapted and condensed from Paula
Egelson, Patrick Harman, and C.M.
Achilles' Does Class Size Make a
Difference? Recent Findings from State and
District Initiatives (University of North
Carolina at Greensboro: SouthEastern
Regional Vision for Education (SERVE},
1996). Copies of the entire document are
available at a cost of $4.00 each, plus $2.50
for shipping and handling, from SERVE,
345 South Magnolia Drive, Suite D-23,
Tallahassee, Florida 32301, (800) 352-6001.



Worksheets in Kindergarten
The kindergarten program at Canon
Elementary School in Colorado
Springs is accredited by the National
Association for the Education of
Young Children. The introduction to
its Kindergarten Handbook,
developed for parents, states that the
school's primary task is to encourage
children to develop into life-long
learners. "To accomplish this, we believe
that the school and the home must
work together with mutual respect
and consideration."

Among the information this resource
book provides for families is a
discussion about the
inappropriateness of worksheets in
the kindergarten program. By
accessing current knowledge and
research about best classroom
practices, the staff compiled the
following list of reasons to not use
worksheets:

Appropriate practices for young
children include activities that are as
"hands-on" in nature as possible. At
Canon, your child will not be doing a
large quantity of worksheets.

Here are the main objections to using
worksheets with young children:
1. Children at this age do not

understand abstract concepts well.
Letters, numbers and shapes on a
piece of paper are abstract symbols
representing something else that is
real.

Colorado Department of Education
Early Childhood Initiatives
201 E. Colfax Avenud
Denver, Colorado 80203

2. Children learn basic concepts by
using their senses, by
manipUlating objects. They will
not learn anything new with
worksheets. At most, worksheets
will provide "drill" for concepts
already learned.

3. Young children don't have the
fine-motor control to color within
the lines, or do many of the other
tasks often asked on typical
worksheets.

4. "Seat work"sitting at a table
doing worksheetsis hard for
young children. They have a short
attention span and find it difficult
to sit still for more than a few
minutes at a time.

5. Worksheets are not fun...not for
long anyway. As soon as the
fascination of "playing school"
wears off, they become drudgery
(Think back to your own slays in
elementary school. Very few
adults remember loving to do .
workbook pages). We want to
make children eager, enthusiastic
learners, not people Who avoid
learning situations.

6. Worksheets do not develop
creativity. In some cases they may
actively inhibit the creative
process in children. When
children are given patterns to
copy or color in, they become less
likely to come up with their own
ways of drawing things.

Every time children are
asked to fill in a
worksheet, they are
being robbed of
opportunities to think
and learn by doing.

- Carol Seefeldt

7. Teachers sometimes use
worksheets merely to "occupy"
childrento use up time. There
are so many better things children
can be doing with their time.

In November 1984's issue of
YOUNG CHILDREN (NAEYC),
Carol Seefeldt says, "Asking children
to complete worksheets may be a
form of stealing. Every time children
are asked to fill in a worksheet, they
are being robbed of opportunities to
think and learn by doing, to
experience individualization of
instruction, and to learn to
cooperate."

Montaine Bronner is the
kindergarten teacher at Canon, and
Aljean Tucker is the building
prinCipal. They may be reached at
Canon Elementary School, 1201 West
Cheyenne Road, Colorado Springs,
Colorado 80906, (719) 475-6140.
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= Language-Rich Home and Schbol Environments r
\ Are Key to ReadingSudess

(-N

_Leon Lyiin

Mealtime is often a young child's-best /

of colors and shapes, In addition7preSchools-
"havedone.a good job of getting the message
out to parents that they should be reading,to

opportunity to' engage in "interesting \ - their ldds," Dickinson says. .,
_ ( .

conversations-With adults," says Catherine - -

SnoW, aProfessor at:Harvard's Gradute f", These activities ire undeniably impOrtant in
School 4 Edueation and a principal . , i gettirigchildren ready to-learn-how to read.
inVestigator with the Home-School Study of Bufdespite the efforts of Head Start and

- --i.anguage and Literacy:Those cOnversationS; ---` television prograins like "Sesame Street"
Sriow says, give children the chance to --- econrimicallY disadvantaged children-Still lag ,

develop and practice oral- ' \ -' -behind thei. mige ,

language skillssuch as , advantaged classmates
-describing events , 'When learning to read.

- . beyond the here and learn some Snow, Dickinson, and -
/

now; and learning new their colleagues-set out to --
,

vôcabu1aryactiviti6 - of their most investigate the _,--\
that the Home-SChriol -_ -

/ _ important lessons At connection berinreen early
Study shows are - rea-ding succesS dnd oral-
strongly related to _
children's reading ' -`acco'rding to a ,-, - . eiainine What factors in
success in elementary-1,2_

the- er tabler language skills, and to -

school. groundbre
the homeand school
environments Support .

study the.acquisition-of those
SnoW and David /
Dickinson, a senior. .

.

'research-scieritist with the'
>

In 1987, researchers with
Edutation Development
Center in NeWton, MA; and the study'sother
princiPal Investigator, belienie the Home,-
SchoolStudy can proVide
guidance to teathers in presch-ools and_

I
eleinentary schools as they shape their
-classroO-m1practices and consider-how best to./
mteract with children's families': Researchers
have king knoWn that.early reading'success

. is a strongprediCtor of dcademic-success in
1,/ later grades;,because after gracle.3, demands

on, the student change froin "learningto
read",_toreacling tO learn," as reachlig -
becomes a-fundamental Means for acquiririi
new knowledge about all subjects.

\
A New-Approam -

_ -

;- Traditionlly, presamols focus on socializing-
children to function AS-part of a-group; and
on providing children with opportunities foi
free exPloration of vari-Ous learning Materials

`Some preschools also prepare young children
for later schOoling by stressing basic print- -
'khowledge skills, Such asjdentifying
nunibers'aii-d letters and learning the naines

Colorado Department of Edunafion
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Denver. Coloradp 80203
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the-Home-School Study began-,
gathering data on 83 three-year-old children
from low4ncome families in the lioston area.
All of the children Were English speakers
rirolledin Head Start or other subsidized

-preschoolprogramis. The researchers.have-. --
analyzed interactions between mothers-and
their children-during book reading, play.
sessions With-toys, storytelling,lamily meari,
and, as the childrerihaVe.grown.older,

_ homework-like activities. They've also
-interviewed the children's parents and!, \ -
teachers, and observedthe children's
interactioris With teachers and otherchildren

- at school. EaCh year, the children also _
undergo a battery of literacy and language
tests and aciivities.

r The HoMe-School StUdy is clearly different
f rom most research to date on Children's
literacy: While Most research has focused on
"decoding" sklli-s, such as how well a child
cari sound out words and recOgnizdiffereiit

/,- word forms, the Hoine-SchbOl Study looks at.
( real4ife conversations between children and:.

Contimied on pgg'e 2
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N Decontextualized tlk also can occUr whenLanguage-Rich Environments
/Continued from page 1 - - an adult reads:abook with a child; the two

-, --- - snip to discusS wha the book means, i .

adults. -In addition to researching early oral: `-.._.; instead of merely reciting the teit ward-fOr-
language deVelopment the study is ---/. ' Word The amount of decOntextUaliZed-,-

-breaking new grOund in research on , -- conversation that occurs during hook
- vOcabulary acquisition. Patton Tabors, the teading, study researchers found, 18 strongly,,

study's re.search coordinator, says/that / associated with that childs prezreading .s._

reSearchers typically Study vocabulary skills a year later. "We see Head Start-and --
acquisition in more controlled settings by similarprograms-stressing theimpórtariCe t, Observing \under whatconditions Children of reading with children, and parents '' ,
learn new words._ Instead"She Says, "We're responding_ to that," Tabot Says. "But what -

-

: looking at how that processapperis inthe these programs are mit conveying isthej
.. -__Chilis home and in the-child's classroom, message that reading a book to a child

With real-words, andhoW, adults SUpport shouldn't just be-a rote exercise.,It's not just
that.". ' / / reading the words, but hating interesting

--.,- \ i

- ' conversations ahoul the book that helps -,.- .
childrefibuild stronger oral-language

- -,
' . Studyfinclings ' s,kills." )_ ._:.--- \ .

( -7 - )__, > . - f ...,
r .

, t_Now, in the 10th year Of the HOme-$chca /
I Study research assiStants have, c011ected \ -Implications for ClasSroonis -

"mbuntainS of data,c Tabor gaks; which will s -\
no doubt keep researchers busy for yea-i-s to Why does the home environnient play such

\
-'come: Some significant findings have , .

- -einerged from analyses.Completed thus far. -
,)

The study has.shown thUt the level of language environment is relatively constantJ 1

voCabulary ) pr/ esent in adult talkto-children ( and provides important opportunities for
_who are three and four years old, in the - / languageinteractions between children and

an important role in-the development of
young children's oral-language skills? .The
simple explanation is because the home -s

Rea 4b4to-a child
shouldn't just 17e a rpte

,exekise. Itis4cotjust reading
the words:lut haying

interesting corwersationsa
aboutthe bo*,ttiat

ckikiren buildstranger

-Patton Tabors '

variedVocabulary. Analyses of 65-minutes
of talk in more than.60 classrooms revealed
that; on average, teachers used only 43
words that researchers classified as- 1

- relatively, sophisticated; and -therefore-the
of-words likely to stretch. children's'

vocabularies. Examples of such words )

'include fluffwgigantic, intrigued, and bagel.

,

,

N.--

Ditkinson and Snow-reCognize, hOwever, .
. -

- that it can belird for teachers, even thOse
%

' aware of the importance Of rare vocabulary -.
!-N... and oral=latigUage skills', to make changes in

holm setting and in preschools, is'a stn.* \ -/ adults.- While preschool's andelementary the way theclassroom Works in orderto

predictor of the level of vcicabulary that :-- -- schoOlsccontribute to children's langiiage ',support a richer vocabulary environment
child will have attained by second grade In . __development opportUnities for home-like Oral-Conveisation including conversation in

other words,,Children who ai-e expOsed to interactions are rare, due to the size of') \ classrooms, is usually limited to about

Mote words-in their ConversatiOns with - : , .
' classes and the length of time sPent'in &ss.. 15,000 commcinly recoghized Words, Snow '-

adults, and more Unusual wOrds, tend to,, InrevieWing datafrom the Home-SChool - / §ays. 'It's hard to do more with vocabulary

develop larger vocabularies,: . , --, Study for exampleDickinson found-that while you're doing a millicin otherihings.
only 20 percent or less of.the time children ' Ws rare that instead Of askinga child to '

Because we collected language samples in talked with adultsin preschobl waS Spent in- water the_plants; a-teachir will say Tin
,

.

becoming anxious about dehydration.' Bur"different situationS, we-fourid that each of , conversations that Went_befond the here
, , c.-- '- , -

those situations_elicited a different group of +s. and now The rest of the time teaChers were they need to engage in thA kind of talk all,
- -, , -

vocabulary iteins7 Tabor saYL Tor many giVing direction's or asking children for - the toe, not just ante ii\a while."
' children the richest opportuMties for specific information such as thenames of` -. I

,--, ,
,

Teachers can help children acquire newexposure to new Words came at mealtimeS. .:, colors or letters:
-- Those converSations "exPose kids.to a lot of . ; .

__ vocabitiary arid buildtheir oral-language

rare words in VatioUs contextsthat help --Elementary`school classrooms can-he skills by exposing them-to a wide Variety of
.

kids figureout what_they,mean7 she says./ , similarly impoverished.. ''Classroom experiences, both in andout of tlie
:

. (_. A mother inightsay she needed-a erwinininents:are not always very language - c assroom. Tabors says she was looking at .

Home-School.Study data one day incl-
-- .'colander" to drain the water from a pot of ..-- tich," says Snow TrequehtlY in classrooms,

. . )1'

sp.ighetti,,for example, thuS providing a -\- vocabulary teaching is seen as-a separate noticed that different settings'presented-- -, . ---d

' '.meaningful'context for an Unfamiliar word._ activity and astless important than. teaching -1 different opportunities for acquiring new ---/`

- , . . , s- reading or math,",SnoWsays:- "Teachets ' vocabulary "All of a sudden it hit me,'' she
\ says: "I realiied why it's imPortant-for:- The Home-School Study'also documOted a intend to-teach vocabulary but-in \ '

stroiig connection between early reading elementary school that typically means teachers to take children-on field trips- 7 , --

- -success amonechildren and the aniOlint of 1._,_ _, proViding student's vlith definitions-for 10 every neW experience that childrenhave ha' -,,- :

new vocabulary attaChed to-it".;.- .
,- "decontextualized" talk they engage in with :- words a week, andmaybe if the teacher is . .

aditits, in both homes knd preSchools. really-good-shell use those wordS'aCross
-

-. -7-

Sirriply put, thisTneans conversation thatc
goes beyond the here and now, and which

.- N 'relies on language to.conyeY images ancV )
information about other times and places. -:
&girl describinga recent trip to thezoo -
over dinner, for exa-mple, would rely on her`
decontextualized oral languageskikto Y
describe what she had seen._ -\ ---

--,y

_
different lessons." Children can handle
much More, according to:Snow,-who says

-that elementary-age:children frequently
learn 10 word's a day ontheir oWn, mostly
from reading. `-

. `'t
Dicitinson notes.thardata from preschools
give an indication of the limited extent to
whIch/preschool children are expOsediO

*Wing Vocabulry '
TeaChers can help preschoolers acquire oral-
language skills by exaMining how they read/
books with the children. To get the full
value from\ reading b'ooks_With
preschbolers,-DiCkinson and hiS colleague
- Miriam Smith fourid, teachers need to be /



thoughtful abouthow they read and discuss
books. -"Our resulis indicate that when -

teachers are reading, it's b-est,to have/limited
discussion,that 'focuses On parts of the Story

N / that Might be confusing," he says. "Once -
the book is Over, More extended discussions

. can be-helpful. hist reading books straight
through, or departing from thdtext fin-
extensive-dialogue With children,Ts,not
desirable.'

- . '

-Dickinson also found/evidence that talk.7
between teachers and preschoolchildren,
especially during mealtimes, was a ,

VV predictor Of the children's vocabulary skills-z..
in 2nd grade, eVen when thecontributions--

\''of the home.environmerit were taken ink)

v. ,-
r- ..,-- /\

- xf

The Home:School Study ofLangiage and Literacy Development

The Horne:SchoolStutly of Langnage During each of the home visits, reSe- arChrei-'s
Literacy Development is a longitudinal
study,inVestigating the linkages between ,

theearlyo.rahlan-guagedevelopment

. also conducted extensive mterviews with
Vz the mothers, questioningtthem abont their

own liVeiand acadermc histories, their' ,

young children, at home and in preschool, , children's development andadjustment td-
\-ancItheir Ifteracy success whentheY readK - school, and their liopeS and dreainsfor their. ,

elernentary and middle school. - , childrenTamong other topics,
, /,`r

Theproject-began in1987 by identifying a The Study also included yearly visits to the \
-hildren's presaibols and elementarY sChool

classrooms. Inpreschiiol and kindergarten,-the Cliicirenwore baCk-Packs equipped wahl
tape recorders-during snick timeand free .

play, incirder tOcapture their verbal

account. "That was a real surprise:to me,: to ---,, received small shpends for participating 'interactions with teachers and peers' \In lst
get a king-term prediCtion from-such a '7thesiudY, - 'through 4thigrade classrobm observatibns-,,

,liinited amount of talkin the course of - , emphasized reading instruction'and writing
children's lilies," he says,- It may-be'that )/. ; Atthe time researchers C-onducted.dieir,figt programs, Eich year, the children's teachers-
hiving suck conversation.during meals horne visits with the firiiilie's,tjust tinder:half were interviewed about how the children ,
"itidicates that theie are tdachers who are Were receiving'Welfare,aisiStance. More Were doing in class and'about their oivii
t:itientecl.toward language, who are tuned in , a third weresingielparent familiea'and , edUcational philds'ophies. Further-, staiting

-tin kindergarten, the chlidreivWere'given a')-4- tdthe iniportance oflanguage, and are a thircrwere African American or Hispanic.
probably emphasizing it aother-times as
well For example, Dickinsbn says,1"those
tea-ChersMight be mole likely to sit down
Nith children during freeplay, , education beyond high schOol: ,/;.)

themselves avadable for interesting,or
: --extensive Conversation-75 with.kids."

group of,83 three-yean:Oldshildien from
lower-mcome'faMiliesin the,:libstOn area, `,
All w reEnglish speakers from families '4..

7,- leligitje for,HeactStart serVices other ),

types of subsidized day care. Thelarruhes

AniOng the-mothers, 28.4Percent,hadn't- yearlybatteiYof language and literacy tests.
OilpletedVhigh

,

schbol, wh1e43.21percent % 4

had, and 28 4 percent had conipleted soine The principal invesfigatoriofthe HOIlleV '

School Study CatherineSnOW,
prOfessor atthe Harvard Graduate_SchoOl Oft',
Ediication;,and DOidDickinson, senior'
research scientist With the EdUcation

''.....De'veloPment tenter, in Nev;iton,,MA.k 4N

PittOn TaborS, aresearch associate at ' N,

Harvard, is thestudy's research coordinator.

The study has been fundecIby-theFord r vc-

z ,

- Teacheis can, in other words, emulate the",

'

When thech' ildren were thicee;four, and five
yearS old, reseai-chers visited their homes to

s-obser0e and'tape-record mierachons
iyPes of home-based language experienCes ktween mothers andchildren durn),

rt

that se-ern to be most helpful to students: I
'variety of activities.' Theseincluded reading

Whether these extended, conversations _ .'bOoks--1-eacli'fainilY was-asked td read Eric

occur over lunch in khool or over dinner/at Carle's The:VeryiNtigry (at' lar,'as well
home-the Home-School Study suggests that , --/as Other:book-playing with-toYs iupplie4 FOundahon-andsthe Spencer Foundation,- ,
students stand to gain from them. the researchers, and storytelling

. . families ifso were asked tape:record
I

,

For Further Information
r

D. E. Beals ancrk0:Tabois. Sources of,

meal shared by Earmly members. Later, ,---
, when theThildrenwere seven aridnine,'"

,
-years Old, they were obserVed interacting
with then mothers in homework-like

"activities " ,

Support foilearning Words in
Conversation: Evidence from,' Mealtimes. , , ,

Paper presented at the' annual meeting of f C.E Snow -."The Theoretical Basis for
the AmeriCan EduCatiorial.Research Relationships Between-Language and
Association, Apri11996. Literacy in Development." Journal of

and the Head Start Bureinof the US:"
Depi*rhnent;of Hearth and Human Ser.:ices
Continned fiindingfrOm/the W T. Grant
Foundation' willynake it possible to follow?,
,,the sarne group of children through 7th

Leon Lynti

, _ Research in Childhood Education;(6,mo.

thildhoold Clasvom Environments That
D. Dickinson. "Feature's- of Early /- 1 (1991).5-10

Support Efivelopment of Language arid-. c...,E.-SnOw and P. O. Tabors.'"Languake,
J. Duchan, R SkillS That Relate to Literacy .

Sonnmeier, Pragniatics: From Theory tO Delvelopment."' In B. Spodek and 0. N.
Practice. Englewood Cliffs,,NJ: Prentice Saracho', eds., Language atid'Literacy in ,

Hall, ) Early ChildboodEchication(Yearbook in
; ) / Early Childhood Education, vol. 4), New ,

D. K-Dickinson and M. W.SmitK "Long- York: Teachers C011ege PresS;-1993
Y

Term Effects of ,Prechool TeacherS:Ifook
Reddings Ion,Lolv-1-ncoine;Childrehfs . C. E. Snow,-P. 0. Tabors, P.-A. Nicholson, and,

ry an tory Compre ension. . -
B F Kurfand ."SHELL: Oral Laniiale, andv ffocab'ula d S "
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For information on the Hcme-School
Study, Contact Patton'TiborS at
snowfdpi@hugellarvard.-edif.

:

L,eon Lynn is an education writer living ...-

in Milwaukee. .1-le can be reached at
LebnLynn@compuserge.CoM.,

,/
'This articleoriginally appearedn the /
July/August 1997 issue (VO-lume )(III,
'Number 4, pp. 1-3)-of The jiaryard
_Edu-cation Letter and is reprOdUced With%
-permission. Copyright (c) 1997 by the
'PreSidentand Fellows Of Harvard College
All rights reserved. / .



PiofessionalDevelopment Opportunities--,
at NAEYC Annual Conference

_

-At the National Association for the Education of Young Children
(NAEYC) 1997 Annual Conference in Anaheim, one-hour sessions
are designated in_various categories or tracks. SessiOns are listed in

-the conference program tinder atrack heading which indicates their
dominant theme. Among-the 38 tracks from which p'artieipants can
choose are ones dealing with Assessment/Portfolios/Observation,
Child Development, Children at Risk, community Planning,"
Curriculum, Early Literacy, Exceptional Children, Inclusion,
Kindergarten/Prin4ry, Multiple Intelligences; and Public Scboois.

In the Kindergarten/Primary track there are some 35 sessions,
which focus'on such topicS as balanced literacy, Clath meetings,
developmentally,appropriate practices, discipline-based art '
education, group games, sand play, technology, tranSitiOns, sign
language, and Unit blocks. In addilionto these one-hourNsessions; 2._
there are several networking, preconference, seminar, and eyerting
presentations, Many of which haye been planned by members of
NAEYC's Primary Grades Interest Group and'by members qihe
National All Dair Kindergarten Network: These special sessions
include the follOwing:

-
. Maximizing Student Learning: Using Centers, Thematic:Planning,
\and Project Work an interactive session, with clathrOom
practitioners from 14AEyC's Primary Grades Interest Group,
which Will focus On primary-g6de students' active
involvement in planriing assignments and learning by doing
and, intso focusing, proyide a three-hour prinier on what
constit'utes a7 develoPmentally appropriate K-3 classrpOm; on
Wednesday, 12 November, 8:30 AM to 11:30 AM\

\ A Umfied'Accreditation System7or Preprimary and-Primary,
programs: HOpelesi Dream or Logical Possibility? an update on
the status of an accreditation proceth for the primary'grades,
with members of NAEYC's Primary Grades Interest Group;

and an initiai Work seththn.on sections of a K-3 Self-stUdy
document; on Thursday, 13 November, 8:39 AM"to 10:30 AM

Organizing and Managing Developmentally Appropriate Programs
For Grades K Through 3 an evening presentation planned by
NAEYC's PrimaryGrades Interest Group; which Will'foctis.
on organizatidn and management strategies to asssist in the

AmplementatiOn of appropriate practices in K-3 classrooni-s;
on Thursday, 13 November, 7:00 PM to 9:00-PM

Developing a District-Wide Assessment for Grades K ThroUgh 3:
Teacher Insights-and Developmentally Appropriate Oidcomes---an
overyiew_of the development of: an5ropriate assesSment in the

/ primary grades, at the school district-level; on Friday, Li-

14 November, 8:30 AM to10:30 AM'

) Implementing the All-day kindergarten: IssueS - a discussion
I planned by the National All Day Kindergarten Network, and
'sinall,-grOup work aimed at facilitating the implementation of
all-day kindergarten programs; on Friday, 14 Noyember,
8:30 AM k) 10:30 AM _ *--\

Aiteraey Learning in Primary Classrooms: Aliteracy'
Enhancement ProjeCt-- a session which will-describe methods
_Used to develop and enhanceliteracy among primary students
in an inner city environment; ori'saturday, 15 NoYember,'
8:30 AM to 10:30 AM

_ '/
, /

)
r' 'The-1997 NAEYC Annual Conference is-Scheduled in Anaheim/

from 12 to_15 November. Preregistration' is $100.00 for NAEYC
members and $125.00 for non-members. PreliminarY programsand
registration forms are available froth NAEYC, ConferenFe -N

-Registratiori, 1509 16th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036-1-426,
- 800,-424-2460 {voice), 202-797:1651 (fax).

Colorado Department of Educatiori
Early Childhood Initiatives
201 E. Colfax Avenue \
Denver, Colorado 80203
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Physks-for FirSt-GrAders '

My car bou'iiced into the circle drive Of-the
lower-middleclass elementary school. It
was located On the north side of Lawrence, -

'Kansas, directly across from a dog food -
factory As my car shuddered to a stop, I
fought off the scent of steaming dog idod
ana maustrial smoke. I peered into the
standard playground toee the conventional"

.e
gamusements: slides, monkeybars;

and ameriy-go-round. These
amusements are usually.
assumed to provide
Mere childish :
recreations; an,escape,
from learning.
However, likemany
children's toys, they
hide a-wealth of

. potential lessons-about
ever*clay physics.

1

tabs waiting to receive the
-bare metal wires to form

components: an electrical cora with an outlet
plug and a speaker. -

"What more could there he?" I thought,
-Yisualizing the talking box-with a cord
plugged-into the wall of our garage.

I-knew I mugt be doing something right
2because the construction prOved to be so

\ simple. The cord had two bare wires on One
end and an outlet plug on the atheC.---)
Cciincidentally, the speaker had two metal _

Physics can be
taught

appropriately io
anyone.,

A'group of 20 engineering
students from the University of Kansas had
volunteered to teach physits-andtkience Co
children in grade.school thrOughout.the city
of-Lawrence. I was One of those dreamerS.
For'one semester; we Were put in charge of ,
three hourg of instructional time per Week.,
A teaching module Was available.as a guide
to-those engineering stirdents teaching

/fourth-;fifth-, and sixth-graders. Far those of'
us teaching a coMbiried class of first-,
second-, and third-graders, as I was, there
was no direction.

-I searched my memory_for the activities that
had sparked my interest in science at a
young age. Did it happen in School? All I
could remember. about the first threegrades
was a discOnnected series of chocolate-milk
breaks, receSses, and addition problerns., My
-best recollection suggests that My interest . -
developed through hands-on
experimentation outside of school.
Experinientation-fueled by the insatiable
curiosity of a child.

My earliest mernory of such experimentation
goes back to age 6: I-became fascinated by.a'
wood-paneled radio that we had inoiir
-garagerand I vas determMed to duplicate iC
Digging through a junkdraWer, I found ,
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the rest of My radio. I
wrapped a wire around'.
each metal tab of the
speaker to complete the -/-

radio. -I-Sauntered up to
the neare-st outlet and
inserted the plug,'
expeEting to heá r. blaring

music.

' Blaring Music isnot exactly
-in/fiat I heard. In a violent explosionof
tsoUnd,light,.and snioke, the outlet refused to
'cooperate. Thevictimized speaker smoked
hotly in my hands, while the outlet wag-
charred black from the scorching it received.
My response was to scurry to my room like a

--Chased.coCkroach to 'avoid the iinpending.
wrath of my parentsThow that the echo of
the explosion and the scent of smoke Wafted
through the house.

- Hiding out gave'mea brief interval to
wonder about my error,and all I can
remember thinking was"Why? why didn't
it work? I had the cord,lhe speaker, what.
more do you need? I guess there must be
more inside that bmt_than just a speaker."

Curiosity, developed thraugh active

.
participation,.is what kidS need to get them
intereSted in -sCience. Because I-didn't plan tO ,
subject these first-giaders to a radio
experience comparable to mine, I Set my aim

- on the one thing eyeri,child knows
intimately: the playground:

- As I sat'irimy_c_ar in front of the school, I
_ frantically searchedlor a lesson plan that)
would Make use Of-the playground. My eyes C

I

ç.

what I thought were the two most necessary -Continued on page 2
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Physics for IFirst7Graders
; Continued from gage 1

scanned the contents of rny Car: a backpack
and a t6Wel, llooked Out into the--
playground and eyeballed the monkey, bars
and slide.-Perfect. A firsi2class series of .
physics demOnstrationsyas being borri.

children absO;rb conde
,

pidly-of physics-ra:,
hecauSe they are,

nturallycuñousand-
iventdexperhnentiñg)

front of the monkey bars and.prepare to
hang from the bars."

walked into a roomful of 24 miniature ,
human beings intently involved with their . ,

Coloring books. Bodies andlongues
. squirmed with eyery stroke of the crayons.

J _

"ClaSs, this is Steve. He is an engineering
student af the University Of Kansas,-whb
wiltbe teaching yon'about engineering and

. science for-a couple of mOnths, the teacher-;:-
Mrs. Tainerius, explained in thatione with
which adults speak to children/I felt __-=

instantly awkward and childish. I had to -e

,teaCh children ahout things that-engineers
can barely communicate to one another
Without equations. SI-low could I talk to
these students without sounding like a

\dork? e-,

`- "Hey, guys, what's up?" I said;
commanding the attention Ofall the little

,
,e

"Hi, Ste-Ve," they all droned in a grade=
school singsong.

"They tell me that I am-Supposed fo teach--
- you about engineering and science this

sethester. Well, I think there is only one
thing thatyou guys really need to learn,
and that is one Word: Why?" I paused as
all the bodies squirmed in'confusioii.
"NoW, let's go outside!"-

Looks-flashed frornme to the teacher. Is
thiS possible? ff's nOt even recess. I
watched the little minds flirt with the
contept as the teacher loókedat me and
laughed.

"Everybodylirie Mrs. Tamerius
commanded in her beSt drill sergeant tone. - '
She:was apparently a's-excited as the
studentS were over what I Was planning:-

.The children wiere amazed at the
opportunity to gOoutside during school
hours: Little did they krithy that they were
still going to be in school:

So my 24-Midget followers Marched behind
me in single file, directly to the inOnkey
bars. The monkey bars looked like a-ladder
lying horizontallybut held six feet above

, the ground by metal posts on either end. 7

."Okay, everybody," I Screamed to start the
discussion and try to get control of the -

situation. "I want everyone to line up in

e

The children fought to get into line. As
they waited`, theyjumped tip and down to
burn off a little Of their 'Seemingly limitleSs A
energy.

"Okay. Now I want everyone to go
halfway out and hang there. I want-you to
remember how Your hands feel hanging-, ,

froth the bars.". .

I
word.i, Why?" I waited as the seconds
seethed like hours: I watched-the-Students-

',grapple with the question. They began to
Squirm as the thOughts began to flow._ It
waS as if their minds could nof fully_
function withoilit a correSponding body '-
movement. They offered bit's of
commonsense logic, such as "The bookS
make you heavier." Buf they neVer quite
hit the mark.

'The reason why-you fell down and why it
-was harder for you to hold on with the

, backpack .was"-T-I paused momentarily to
'add moredrama"graviiyr I sounded --

like Beakman. "Gravity pulls things down,
and gravity is.--what makes things feel

-.heavy. Remember this word because you're
going to hear it evely time I arilliere--
-gravity," I concluded_protidly.

The eZperiments in the hands-on diScoyery
_ of Physics continued throughout.the

> semester. I once had the kids take turns
Mrs. Tamerius andllaughed as the army of I going down a slide with and without a
children assaulted the monkeybars and' towel. The slide and towel.were used to
then, one by one, fell like paratroopers to

,

the ground. r N

Now we'rezoing to do itagain. But this

ShoW how gravityand friction work
-toget en, The swing was used to
demonstrate how graVity, friaion, and
inertia work together. The meny-g6-round

time each-of you will take turns wearing was used to demonstrate gravity-friction,
this`backpack full of-books. I want you to , .` inertia,,and force. ;'think about how this feels compared to the
first-time,",,I instructed,-hoping something - --Each of these lessons began with the
might be gained by tliis experiment. .

,
children giving me a cheering welcome.

,
- Most likely it was because they began to. _ ,

I fitted tfte students with the backpack, one -, ekpect an entertaining hour.
after the other.4 let each one hat* from the
monkey k)ar and thenrhoved on to ihe
next. Assembly4ine education aits best,
Soine of the boys triednofto let goln an
atteiriptto proVe their masculinity. -

Is it harder to hold on?" I asked them.

"No; it's easy;" some Of the young boy§ lied,
as they grunted-With effort.

"I can't hold oil as long," the other studentS
replied. -
Then Came the summary, "Which way did
you guys fall from the monkey bars?", I
asked..

_

"Down!" came the synchronous scream
from the group.

"Afia was it harder to hold on With the
backpack or eaSier?" .

"Harder!" came another chant from the
bouncing crowd.

,

"Okay, you guys, here's the important

e

A series of ffieseexperiments shessing
,- applications cOntinued, and the same termS

were applied and repeated: gravity friction, -
inertia, and force. The experiments "\
involyed toy rockets, hoVercraft, and
homemade hot-air balloons, to name a few.

- -At times, Mrs. Tamerius jumped in to
translate when Iiot too teChnicat arid

.-forgot my audience. In each leSson; every
s--child ran through a battery of experiments,

and-the fundamental analysi.4'of why-
- cOncluded every lecMre:

When bodily exercises weren't appropriate,

the children would each conStruct
something. We would/have a classwide
trial run of whatever the apparatus Of the /
day turned out to be, and then we analyzed
how it worked in lenns of gravity, friction,
inertia,-and force. From first grade to third
grade the answers would be barked oul:7
"Gravity! Friction! Inertia! Forcer.--

ThexonstructiOn projects seemed to be
special favorites of the students. Beginning
with the analysis of why and using the- four , 7

fundamental terms, the projects'expanded
, to include such ideas,as lift and-how- ,

'

,



\
airplanes fly. GOnsidering most children's

-immense fondness for paper airplanes, I Set
out to capitalize orithis enthusiasin frir a

elesson.- '
)

"HOW many of you know how to, make a-/
"paper airplane?" I asked, expecting a
unanimous positive' reply. To my surprise,

__only a fegv hands roge. I realizedthat these )

children were indeed young. Their minds,
fresh and uncluttered, were innocent Of

:Much that I took for-granted. In My leSsoni,
theyWere going to exPerience for the first T
time something as simple as a pape
airplane. I gehtly coached each student
througlithe process-of folding and forming :

_7

students.

.

-

The woids rang ouflike a triumphint Kattle-
cry`from the crowd,Lift! Inertia! Gravity! _---

FriCtion!" From first to third grade, the '`.:

children cheered as theyset aboutapplying
their Ithowledge.1 helPed out by drawing a
large paPer airplane on the board. Students
would walk up to the airplane picture and
_write one of the terths, along with 'en arrow
indicating the direction of the fdrce. I then
went froth student to student arid watChed
them drawfairowS orieach of theirownr

, prized airplanes: The foUr arrows stood out
from the colorful creations. I questioried-
SOMp students when they had-a misplaced

. arrow., -a papet airplane. I inspected an/drepaired
each student"s airplane at the front of the

= daSs. The children wOuld walk tip to me
like proud parents, presentirig their new-,

-born airplanes to me. A red stamp of,
approval indicated that the ple was -,,-
certified for flight.

'Does air friction speed up the airplane or
slow it down?" I asked a third-grade
student.' -

. . .
,

"It slows it doWri. Oops! That means it .

ts backward!" he uickl res onded.porn q NI)

r C

:tAle need-to make kierwe
e:dueation hands-on,

fnn forfiil of ys,
and the kids Will take
" care of the rest., 7

-
semesterr, I asked,,hoping for,the answer I
wanted.

.:'-Whyi" the children shoutedimMyheart
warnied; I felt a piece of my own childhood .s.
had_beenshared, My own love of ".

-childhood eiPetifneritS hadbeen reborn in
each of the 24 children Sitting around me.

,

- "It is not important that each of you becomes
an erigineer or a scientist" I explairied. "But
it iS impartarit that you can ihink like an
engineer or a Scientist That just Mearth
coristantly asking the question Why?" The
childre avOided-making eye cOntact.

, "Can we color our airplanes? the ki s . , -
tasked with artistiC eagerness. . "Does gravity pull the airplane up or pullit

'down?" rasked a first:grader.
"Yes, you may colOr your airplaneS,"1- Ti

droned in teply because they Wanted to
colbreverything they made.. It muSt hage-

i-A provided the children with a sense of their
2. uniqueness.- Their eyes would glow with

pride, ar4theit tongues dangled froth their,
mouths during the coloring process. I
relived.mYown childhOod diffing theSe
dines:\ The memory of my failed radio '

flickered in and out of my mind, asrini.
2childho&sciaitiosity flowed.throughme :

"Okay, ev"serybo'dy.-Now we re'going to
e

line up and take turns throwing our
airplanes,",I annouriced. The children's
eyes flashed at the idea of being ordered tO
throwiairplaries in school: Smiles spread .

across the room like a-wave. Chids ensued
as usual, and Mrs. Tamerius stepped in to
help ineregain control Of the.sitiiation. .

, ClaSsrocith managenient is definitely-an art
form. -;

"Now lye're going to draW theforces that
push Or pull ori the airplane to keep ir
flying. What things make youFairplines_fly
when you throw them?"-I asked the .2

e scienlific_education
v'etypkally offerlo

Piing 1:71e !-&
.dreadfully mit of sync

the,powet of
-"children's,natnrat IT

xtui6sity:

"Oh! I've gotta draw it pointing down-like
: the backpack Pulled me down!" the first:

:grader discovered:exdtedly.
r

.

I glowd wiih satisfaction as the children
went through the mental processes of

_understanding their airplaneS. The:concept'
of using arrows to show forces on
something Seemed iti.tral to them, alinOst-
iristirictive. waS amazed that every child in"
the first second, arid third grade rapidly ..t_s

; drew the forces acting on his or herairplane.
Although they didn't knoW it,' they were-
aCtually drawing "freebo_dy diagrams: .,
UsUally, freebody diagrams showing a body.
with the forces acting on it am not ,
thentionedruntil the sophomOreYear of ;
college: But fo,;-,, hese yotingsters,a

i. fteebody diagram was just a picture,that .
,

showed how their brightly colored airplana
Worked.

/

As the sethester developed, the childrenand
, I became mote.attached. "MylesSons usnally

begaff ,;yith me sitting on a chair and A
kids cirdingarthirid me on the &tor. I felt
like a grandfather as the Children fought to--
get close to Me, to lean against.me, to put a
hand,on my shoulder as I raised new
questions_orsuggested neig aPplicationslo,..-
them.-\-That Was how I ended my final dass
with "my kids': 'They-Clided around rrie .

with bright eyeS-and giggles.`TheY
at-Me in silence as-I quietly spoke to them hi
-the half-Childish tone that I,had,beciime so
comfortable with. z

"What is the one question you guysare
.-. going toremember to ask afterthis

N
:A3 4;

"Well," Lcontiriued. ''This is the last time
be here. twasOnly supposed toleacli fOr.

thefall seinester." r--

....,"You' nOt Corning back?'" they quickly
aSked,.shocked: - ,.

-

4T11,visit in the spring. I'll bring my hang.
glider, arid I , ll show you how it works,", I

.reSporided, fighting doWrithe lump in my
throat and stroggling to Control iny '
emotioriS: Hugs came from all around,.as
children grabbed my legs and told inehoW
much they would miss me I turiied toward
the door arid waged goodbyeto the crowd
of childreri standing in silence.

--Physics and other scientific knowledge can'
qie taught to third:, second-, and everi first--
graders. It can be taught appropriately to

; anyOne." Children absorb-these subjects
-7tapidly becausethey are naturally curidus

. .

and given, to experimenting.-The scientific
eduCaritinive typically offer tO our young

; people is dreadfully out of sync with the
power of children's naTitralCUriosity.

' physics doeSn't have to be painful, It-
iN doesn't have to bring on bouts Of boredom., .

We_need to make science educationhands,
: On. It'll-be mOre fun for all ofils, and the

Adds Will take care of the rest.
( -

;

Steven.G..fragerott is a flight COntrols
engirieer at the Lockheed Martin Skunk
Works ih Palmdale, Califoth) ia.-He may be
reached at Hagerott@phacom. -ThiS-article .

originally appealed in the May 1997siSsue
(Volume'78, Number:9, pp. 717-720) of the

'PHI DELTA KAPPAN and is yeproduced
:with perrirission.,
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Leon-Linn

Helping Children Develop Oral, Language Skills
10 Activities Teachers- and Parents Can Do

1. 'Keep the focus'on language skills throUghout the day,,even
when working on "other" curriculum areas. For example, treate
a "science corner" itt the classroom stocked with an old.

'/ typewriter, doorknobs, zippers, or other interesting contraptions.
Arrange for small groups of children (no more than four at once)
to spend 10 to 15 minutes there with a teacher. Encourage the
children to explain how the devices work; encourage sharing of
explanations in small groups.

2. Arrange meat br,snack tithes- so,that small groups of children eat
with an adult. Let the children choose,the topics of conversation;
encourage talk about persdnal experiences; encourage "curiosity

-questions," such as what the foOdis made of, howsit's good for
the body, etc.

3. Create a "Personal Experiences" center in the classroom, wheie
young children can talk with teadiers abotit events in their lives
while the teachers listen; pronipt discussion, and record the
experiences. I

4. Put books at the center of language enhancement. Read to
...children, and encourage them to read their favorite books with
uyou. Make time to read\to children individually or in small
groups., Let children ask questionsduring reading sessions.
Encourage children to reread familiar, stories; and push for
deeper understanding.. Provide books on tape thatchildren can
play while looking at the books. Encourage children to record
tapes of their favorite stories: At home, parents can read an ,

adult-level science:magazine together-with their children.
5. Lend copies of books to families. Tell-parents what the children

are learning in school, and suggest ways to address the same
scoricepts at home.'Parents should tell teachers what they are

- reading with their children at home. ,

6. Tell childrehpersonal stories. Talk to them about things that
-interest you. Acknowledge uncertainty about sorne_things, and
show children how to find answers to your questions. -<

,

V

-7. When talking with children, stipport theirefforts--to
communicate complex thoughts by waiting patiently, sti'gg6ting
words as needed. Let them control the subjects of conversation,
wheii possible, and encourage their efforts to use new woicis
and de'scribe complex or distant topics.

7 8. Encourage pretending among Children. Make sure Children
have long periods of tiine to let Complex, pretend play develop.
Encourage pretending aboufamiliar settings, such as ,

resaurants and grocery-stores: Provide props that link play to
ongoing curriculum units or fayorite bOoks. Change props-from ,
time tO time to keep,interest high.

9. .Makerimelor rich conversatiOn with children. Turn off the TV
and use the time ki talk, or at least watch TV together and then /
talk about what you watCh. Tarn off the car radio and-talk while
you drive together. Set aside a regular "talk time" 'during'which

s

adults and children share news for fiye to ten minutes and no-
Other activity is performed.

10.. Take children to interesting places. Every field trip or new,
experience has itS own vocabulary. EXposeChildren to new
places, people, and concepts in ways that permit one-on-one
conveis-ations With adults. Encourage,children to describe what
they see, draw inferencesiand predict outcomes.

_

- /

. LeoriLynn is an education writer living in Milwaukee. He can be
reached at LeonLynn@compuserve.com. L

This article originally appeared in the July/August11997
(Volume XIII, Numbei-4, pp. 1-3) of THE HARVARD
EDUCATION LETTER and is reprOduced with permission. ^

Copyright (01997 by the-PreSident and FellOWs Of Harvard College.
All rights reserved.
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Devel pmenta! Approach to
sessment of Young Children

Lilian G. Katz

For more than a decade, early childhood
educators have been discussing issues of
curriculum and teaching methods in terms of
their developmental appropriateness. The
concept of developmental appmpriateness
can also be extended to issues related to the
assessment of children during the early years.

The Purposes of Assessment
Clarifying the main purpose for which young
children are assessed can help determine what
kinds of assessments would be most
appropriate. Assessment of individual
children might serve one of the following
purposes:

to determine progress on significant
developmental achievements;
to make placement or promotion decisions;
to diagnose learning and teaching
problems;
to help in instruction and curriculum
decisions;
to serve as a basis for reporting to parents;
and
to assist a child with assessing his or her
OW11 progress.

Decisions regarding the purposes of
assessment should begin with discussions
among all the stakeholdersparents,

Ueducators, and other members of the
communityas appropriate. The group may

Z..D want to keep in mind that (1) plans, strategies,

Report with lettei-'
ades or achiev ent

scores are not
appropriate for

chill n at or below the
third grade.

and assessment instruments are differentially
suited for each of the potential purposes of
assessment; (2) an overall assessment should
include the four categories of educational
goals: knowledge, skills, dispositions, and
feelings (Katz, 19951; and (3) assessments
made during children's informal work and
play are most likely to minimize the many
potential errors of various assessment
strategies.

The Risks of Assessing Young Children
Young children are notoriously poor test-
takers: perhaps because they are sometimes
confused by being asked questions that they
think the tester must already know the
answers to! There is reason to suggest that the
younger the child being evaluated, assessed,
or tested, the more errors are made (Shepard,
1994; Ratcliff, 19951. If this principle is sound,
then the younger the children, the greater the
risk of assigning false labels to them. Another
principle may also be appropriate: the longer
children live with a label (a true or false one),
the more difficult it may become to discard it.

All methods of assessment make errors: the
errors made by formal tests are different from
those made by informal or anecdotal records
and documentation notes; the errors made by
specific checklists of behavioral items are
diffemnt from those made by holistic
impressionistic assessments. Awareness of
the potential errors of each evaluation or
assessment strategy can help minimize errors
in interpretation. It is a good idea to strive for
a balance between global or holistic
evaluation and detailed spedfic assessments
of young children.

The Assessment of Young Children
As they plan assessments of young children's
learning, parents and educators may want to:

§ Recognize the Limitations of Report Cards and
Grades. For several reasons, report cards with

letter grades or achievement scores are not
appropriate for children at and below the
third grade. First, before third grade, the
differences in developmental timetables and
other factors that contribute to performance
are still too unstable, malleable, and varied to
achieve reliability. By third grade, however,
children's abilities and aptitudes are likely to
have stabilized and can be assessed with at
least minimal reliability. Second, them is little
evidence that grades or scores listed on the
report cards of young children contribute
positively to those most in need of
improvement. Third, while teachers need to e
know how well a young child is progressing
on significant skills and knowledge, and to
evaluate such progress, little is known about
how parents use such information.

§ Assess Aspects of Children's Functioning That
Have Real Meaning. The items and behaviors
assessed should have demonstrable
relationships to significant human
functioning. For example, the child's
knowledge of the names of shapes or of the
calendar at age 4 or 5 has little or no practical
significance or meaning beyond test
performance itself. In addition to assessing
young children's social competence, adults
should include the assessment of individual
children's progress in acquiring desirable
dispositions, feelings, skills, and knowledge.
Documentation is a strategy for recording and
presenting such assessments (see Katz &
Chard, 19961.

§ Encourage Children to Assess Their Own Work.
Preschoolers and children in the primary
grades can be encouraged to assess their own
work according to specific criteria such as the
clarity, inclusiveness, interest level,
comprehensiveness, or aesthetic qualities of
the work. They can also be encouraged to
consider the standarth to be met on these
criteria.

§ Encourage Children to Assess Their Own
Progress. From kindergarten on, most children
can be encouraged to assess the general
progress of their own learning. During

Continued on page 2



Appmach to Assessment
Continued from page 1

teacher-child or teacher-parent-child
conferences, children can be encouraged to
indicate what mastery and learning they want
to focus on during a given period. From time
to time, children can then be asked to judge
their own progress, using three or four
categories. For example, each child can be
asked to discuss work she thinks she is
making good progress on, what he thinks he
needs to concentrate more on, what she wants
help with, and other categories nominated by
the child. Most children will be quite realistic
and sensible when engaging in such self-
evaluation. The teacher can help by
expressing her own realistic evaluation in a
serious and supportive way. In principle,
unless children are consulted about their own
views of their own progress, they cannot learn
to assume some responsibility for it
(Katz, 19951.

§ Involve Children in Evaluating the Class
Community. Depending on their ages,
children as a group can be encouraged to
develop some criteria concerniaig what they
want their classroom life to be like. These
criteria arenot simply lists of classroom rules.
Rather they should be a thoughtful
examination of what kind of community the
class should befor example, the extent to
which it is a caring, cooperative group,
respectful of individual differences; the extent
to which it is a helpful commuility of scholars;
and the extent to which it meets any other
dimensions of classroom life the children and
their teacher think are important.

Periodically, the teacher or a child can lead the
group in a discussion concerning how well
they are doing on these criteria as a class, and
what additions or modifications of the criteria
might be tried. Such discussions should be
directed toward the development of positive
and constructive suggestions.

Conclusion
Whenever a measurement is applied to a
group of people of any age, especially a group
that is diverse in background, experience,
aptitude, development, culture, language, and
interests, some will rank higher and some
lower than others on any item assessed. All
measures yield such differences, and it is thus
statistically impossible for all those subjected
to the same assessment to be above average!
However, failure to evaluate and assess
children's progress might mean that some
children will be deprived of needed
intervention with special services at a time
when these services can do the most good.
While educators cannot be accountable for all
children being above average or for all
children being first, they are accountable for
applying all teaching strategies and efforts

known to be effective and appropriate for the
learning situation at hand. Assessment
procedures should therefore indicate which of
the strategies and resources available and
judged appropriate have been employed to
help each individual child.
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80 Years of Research Confirm That Grading is Unreliable

For more than 80 years, research has pointed to the unreliability of grading efforts not only
among teachers but also across subject areas. Starch and Elliott's (1912; 1913a, b) classic
studies present clear evidence of this. When asked to utilize their schools' grading
processes to mark an English paper, with 75 as the lowest possible passing score, 142
English teachers responded by awarding grades ranging from 64 to 98. Similarly,
mathematics teachers awarded points ranging from 28 to 95 on a geometry paper.
Certainly, if differences occur in the grading of a subject as precise as mathematics is
presumed to be, variances in the evaluation of young children must be expected.

As Frisbie and Waltman admit, "The process of grading requires teachers to make a
number of decisions that are grounded in their personal value system. What to do about
grading or how to do it is often less a matter of correctness and more a matter of preference
and perceived value of importance" (1992, 35). In fact, the title of their article
"Developing a Personal Grading Plan"not only acknowledges but also encourages
individuality in determining grades.



The Gradng Ritual: Unreliabl
Sandra L. Robinson

When a colleague arrived one day at the
office, she was obviously very upset. Her
son, Jeff, had received his report card and
been given three "not able to perform"
marks. Concerned, she had proceeded to the
school where, on entering the classroom, she
happened to see a report card of one of Jeff's
classmates. The girl had received three
"outstanding" and no "not able to perform"
marks. Irate, Jeff's mother confronted the
teacher and demanded to know what criteria
were used to make these judgments abdut
the two six-year-olds.

It has been 10 years since NAEYC first
published a book (Bredekamp 1987) on
appropriate education for young children,,
which does not include grading, but the practice
of grading continues. While some changes
have occurred in grading, the result often has
been the substitution of one symbol system
for anotherfor example, "outstanding" for
A. Research and articles about the
inappropriate use of grades and the lack of
validity in grading rituals have been ignored
or, at best, overlooked in response to
perceived demands to label and rank
children.

While reforms have occurred in spurts across
decades and in scattered parts of the country,
grading has prevailed as the predominant
method of reporting progress. Bender
reviewed reform in grading practices but
found that "except in a handful of cases...the
new systems are little more than ill-disguised
variations of the grading system, and
virtually all the innovations suffer from the
same shortcomings that afflict grades" (1975,
11). And although the authentic assessment

and Unsuitable ut Unalterable?

Why is it hard to alter this outmoded practice of assigning a
single to represent such a complex undertaking?

movement has brought about change in
standardized testing practices in some areas,
I get the feeling that it has had little effect on
reforming grading practices. Is there
research about this?

How can a teacher plan lessons in which
children learn through exploration; promote
the practice of skills in active, involvement-
oriented lessons; acknowledge that
development of various proficiencies occurs
unevenly (some children can ride a two-
wheel bike but not yet recognize the
relationship between numbers and objects);
and still be expected to employ old-
fashioned practices such as grading in
assessing and reporting progress? The
frustration some teachers feel in reconciling
such divergent expectations is
understandable.

Facilitating Change
Why is it so hard to alter this outmoded
practice of assigning a single markbe it a
check or letter or numberto represent such
a complex undertaking as evaluating and
communicating academic performance?
Few would disagree that young children and
their parents deserve more helpful
information. Perhaps, as it has been
suggested, we teach and evaluate as were
taught and evaluated. Many parents also
rely on their own school experiences to guide
their preferences in practices for their
children. Perhaps we are hindered by what

How Does Giving Bad Grades Help Children Try to Learn?

In addition to lacking reliability, grades may produce feelings of discouragement and
result in avoidance of the study of certain subjects. Napier recorded the comments of
fourth-graders to demonstrate the impact of grades on young children. A sampling from
her report reveals the emotional effects of grades on children.

If I eot bad eradcs, I'd think I was stu,pid...didn't know andthine.

oncc r roncnybcr gotne honvc [with ba d grades) and screaming and
ju,nyine on nky bcd. i wanta to tett nky »tom i wantcd to staty home.

whcndou, ea a bad enzdc, (loafed, ashantcd and kinda sad.

whcn (grades arc eood,(you usaatty kccp thcm (good. if theffrc bad, thcn
(you, usuatIty kccp them. bad, and nukybe worse. (1976,4 2.4-)

Evidence of the negative effects of grading appears beyond ffiis initial period of schooling.
Even college officials are concerned. According to an article in The Chronicle of Higher
Education, "A growing number of college officials think that some students come to
believe they aren't naturally inclined toward mathematics or science simply because it is
harder to get good grades in those subjects. And they think low grades are steering
people away from science at a time when nearly everyone agrees the country needs more
scientists and technologically literate people" (Shea 1994, A45).

appears to be a national proclivity for
ranking and ordering things.

If change occurs, it may be partially the
result of studies to demonstrate the lack of
reliability in the grading process. It also will
require the efforts of committed and caring
principals, teachers, and parents willing to
go the extra mile to develop more effective
ways of communicating a child's progress to
her parents.
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An EVEN £Tii Means Su= s in Sch
Even Start programs, authorized by Congress
in 1989, provide education for a family unitan
adult caregiver, a parent or parents eligible to
receive these services, and a child or children
under age seven. To establish such programs,
the U. S. Department of Education provides
federal financial assistance, through competitive
grants from states, for family-centered
education projects. These build on odsting
community resources to create a full range of
services. The programs also support
educational reform by addressing specific goals
within the National Goals 2000.

Even Start. The name speaks equality, fairness,
balance. Even Start affirms the value of parents
and their children by providing literacy
programs which take them from here to there.
Together. The "here" is a place where a family
needs to improve its educational status or to
learn English or to secure the children's chance
for success in school. "There" is the comfort
zone of higher reading and math skills, of GED
[General Equivalency Diploma] certification for
adults, and of language development for
children; it might be a place of employment or a
place meeting grade level expectations for
a child.

Even Start programs are family literacy
programs based on the belief that educating a
family, intervening with at least two generations
of a family, secures the advancement of parents
and children in the present and in the future.
Literacy is a family legacy. When parents value
education, their children have a better
opportunity to succeed in school. And the
reverse is true. The child of parents with low
literacy skills is less likely to have educational
opportunities outside the home or to be
enrolled in pre-kindergarten programs. Once
the child enters school, he/she does less well
than children of parents who value education
and have high literacy skills.
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A national evaluation report has recently been
released for the 1994-95 program year, when
Even Start served 31,000 families in some 513
local-projects. The study involved a total of 534
children (now in grades K-5) and 536 adults.
Comparison data were gathered from 194
children randomly selected from some of the
same classes. Data revealing attendance,
academic progress, special placements or needs,
test scones, disciplinary history and teacher
ratings were obtained from interviews and
school reconds. Using procedures and forms
designed at the National Center for Family
Literacy, local staff collected and submitted data
in January and February of 1997.

Children in EVEN START programs achieved
high results in school.
The primary purpose of the Even Start family
literacy programs to break the
intergenerational cyde of undereducation and
poverty shows evidence of being achieved.
School success for children is among the
strongest predictors of their educational and
financial success as adults. For all the children
studied, the Even Start group was as high or
higher on all comparisons made with the
randomly-selected sample of children.

Unlike the children in the national studies of
kindergarten, where 35% of students were not
"ready' to enter that grade-level, the Even Start
children were ready to learn when they entered
kindergarten and throughout that year. Eighty
per cent or more were rated at or above the
average of their class on all factors by their
kindergarten teachers. Former Even Start
students are successful in grades three, four, and
five, as well. In the third grade, 75% of Even
Start children were at or above their class on
almost all factors. Typically these children
would have been at-risk for failure in school.

3

Children in all grades show improvement
Further evidence of success for former Even
Start students in their academic progams is
revealed through grades, test scores, and other
reports by teachers. Some 90% of Even Start
children show satisfactory grades in reading,
language, and mathematics, a higher
percentage than in the random samples
of children.

Because families who break the
intergenerational cycle of underachievement
must become engaged in the education and
schooling of their children, researchers at the
National Center for Family Literacy looked for
evidence of that engagement in follow-up
studies. No longer are the parents who
participated in Even Start family literacy
programs estranged from school. Teachers gave
significant evidence of parental support, citing
that support in school and in the school work of
their children as a major strength for more than
two-thirds of the children.

The above information is adapted from Even
Start: Effective literacy program helps families
grow toward independence (1997). Copies of
this publication, or of the technical report
supporting the research referenced in the
document, are available from the National
Center for Family Literacy Waterfront Plaza,
325 W Main Street - Suite 200, Louisville,
Kentucky 402024251 (502-584-1133).
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"BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE

IN THE PRIMARY GRADES"
Runesearch literature which focuses on
the primary grades highlights the

ease which often exists between the
culture and expectations of early childhood
education (involving children from birth to
age five) and the culture and expectations of
the elementary school (where the primary
grades provide early childhood education
for children from ages five to eight). This
unease or "mismatch" is a source of
challenge, frustration, and tension for
primary-grade teachers who are committed
to implementing best practices in their
classrooms. The "mismatch" often results in
teachers' believing that elementary schools
are difficult places in which to provide
quality early childhood programs for
primary-age students.

In an article entitled "Between A Rock and
A Hard Place in the Primary Grades: The
Challenge of Providing Developmentally
Appropriate Early Childhood Education in
an Elementary School Setting," Lisa S.
Goldstein, of the University of Texas at
Austin, describes the consequences of this
conflict between early childhood and
elementary school philosophy and
objectives. Goldstein spent some 150 hours,
over a period of three months, in a multi-
age classroom composed of children who, in
a traditional setting, might be labeled as
kindergartners, first-graders, and second-
graders. The teacher was attempting to
implement developmentally appropriate
primary-grade practices in the context of a
supportive environment. Goldstein
debriefed with the teacher, after each
morning she spent in the classroom, and
wrote thorough field notes. Additionally,
teacher and researcher had several lengthy
conversational interviews, and the two of
them coi responded regularly in a dialogue
journal.

Goldstein's observations began as a part of
her research for an ethnography, which

focused on the nature and role of caring
relationships in early childhood education.
When she finished the ethnography, she re-
analyzed the data she had compiled, with a
different question in mind, "revealing a host
of details, observations, and nuances that
were invisible in my first pass through the
materials." What she concluded was that
there are three issues which affect the
implementation of developmentally
appropriate practice in the primary grades:

personal interpretation,
partial adoption, and
inconsistency in implementation.

"All teachers must constantly make choices
and juggle competing demands," according
to Goldstein, but

personal interpretation becomes troublesome,
however, when teachers' understanding of
DAP (developmentally appropriate practice)
are cloudy, off base, or just plain wrong. Many
teachers claim to be "doing DAP" while
engaging in an astounding variety of practices
(Wien, 1995). How much leeway do teachers
have in interpreting DAP? In what settings
and under what circumstances might personal
values and understandings take precedence
over by-the-book adherence to the principles of
developmentally appropriate practice?

Goldstein cites two reasons for the partial
adoption of developmentally appropriate
practice in the primary grades: the
inevitable compromise dictated by state
requirements for proficiency and
knowledge, and the unclear, precise balance
needed between teacher-direction and child-
choice. She writes that

Though child interest is an important facet in
the guidelines for developmentally appropriate
practice and may reign supreme in a DAP
preschool setting, child interest may not be the
sole yardstick against which curricular
decisions can be made in an elementany school
setting.

When she discusses the inconsistency in the
implementation of developmentally
appropriate practice, Goldstein suggests
that maybe the demands of the classroom
are such that the teacher has no time or
opportunity for reflection. Perhaps another
explanation might be that teachers
misunderstand or misinterpret the central
values of DAP, when they are placed "in the
role of arbiter of what activities are
appropriate for any given child (lipson,
1992)." She concludes, however, that

Inconsistency is not a problem but a fact of life
in the open-ended, complicated teaching
profession. ...Struggles with internal
contradictions in... practice remind us that
providing exemplary early childhood education
is an on-going process; even the most
experienced and outstanding teachers never
reach a state of professional perfection.
Inconsistency in implementation of DAP is to
be expected; a commitment to reflection, and
opportunities for continuing professional
development serve as ways to ensure that
teachers are working toward new depths of
understanding of their own practice and of the
notion of developmentally appropriate practice.

Goldstein readily admits that those teaching
in the primary grades are left with more
questions than answers, and writes that
these professionals will continue to feel
alienated and frustrated until the conflict
between early childhood and elementary
school philosophy and objectives, and the
issues which are consequences of this
conflict, are addressed and resolved.

"Between A Rock and A Hard Place in the
Primary Grades: The Challenge of Providing
Developmentally Appropriate Early Childhood
Education in an Elementary School Setting,"
was published in the Early Childhood
Research Quarterly, 12, 3-27 (1997). Its
author, Lisa S. Goldstein, may be reached at
the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction, 244 SZB, University of Texas-
Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.



Ready or Not...Preparing Young Children for the
{Kindergarten} Classroom

Just when you've settled into the routine of
the school year, it's time to think ahead to
next year. With many preschools and
kindergartens now taking applications for
next fall, parents may find themselves
asking: Will my child be ready? Will he
measure up?

There is no one quality or skill that children
need to do well in schoola combination of
factors contribute to school success. These
include physical well-being, social and
emotional maturity, language skills, an
ability to solve problems and think
creatively, and general knowledge about the
world. School success also depends upon
the "match" between children's skills and
knowledge and the school's expectations.
More children succeed when these
expectations reflect knowledge of child
development and early learning.

Here are some suggestions of how parents
and schools can promote a good match for
every child.

Parents can:
1. Take advantage of learning

opportunities in every day activities.
These will make a big difference in
preparing young children for the
classroom.

2. Promote good health and physical well-
being. Children obviously need
nutritious food, enough sleep, safe places
to play, and regular medical care. In
addition to medical and dental checkups
and immunizations, preschoolers need
opportunities to exercise and develop
physical coordination. Throwing balls,
running, jumping, climbing, dancing to
musicall of these activities will enhance
coordination and help children learn
important concepts such as up, down,
inside, outside, over, and under.

3. Support your child's social and
emotional development. Children who
are kind, helpful, patient, and loving
generally do better in school, and feeling
good about oneself is an important aspect

used to determine
ou

sch o n ry
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sh ld be

of developing desirable social skills. Tell
your child how glad you are to be his
parent. Set a good example for your
preschooler by showing what it means to
get along with others and to be
respectful. Give children chances to
learn about sharing and caring, for
example, letting them feed hungry birds,
or helping them make cookies to
welcome a new neighbor.

4. Build your child's language and general
knowledge. There are many things you
can do to help your child learn to
communicate, and develop an
understanding of the world. Don't
underestimate the value of play! Play
allows children to explore, be creative,
and develop social skills. It also paves
the way for academic learning. For
example, children learn key concepts
important in geometry while stacking
blocks, and playing with others helps
with negotiation skills.
Talk to your children. Everyday
activities, such as eating lunch, cleaning
up toys, or taking a bath, provide
opportunities to talk. Listening and
responding to a child is the best way to
learn what's on her mind, to discover
what she knows and doesn't know, and
how she thinks and learns. Listening also
shows children that their feelings and
ideas are valuable. Finally, read together
frequently. Fostering your child's love of
books is a gift that will last a lifetime.

S. Not assume a child with a late birth date
should be held out of school. Research
shows that children receive little, if any,
advantage when held out of school
because of late birth dates. And, the
practice may have a negative impact on
other children by encouraging school
expectations better suited to older
children.

Schools can:
1. Be prepared to respond to a diverse

range of abilities within any group of
young children. Small group sizes with
enough teachers who are skilled in early
childhood education make it easier to
provide the individualized attention
every child deserves.

2. Offer a curriculum and teaching
practices that reflect principles of child
development and learning and provide
many active, meaningful learning
opportunities that build upon children's
existing knowledge and abilities.

There is no one quality
or skill that children
need to do well in

schoola combination
of factors contribute to

school success.

3. Make sure expectations of children are
reasonable and age-appropriate. Even
children who have received every
advantage prior to school struggle when
demands are too great, experiencing
stress and having their confidence as
learners undermined.

4. Not use tests as the primary measure for
entry decisions. Developmental
screening to detect a health problem or
developmental disability is important to
ensure early diagnosis and treatment, but
tests should not be used to determine
school entry for three reasons: (1)
Children are not good test takers,
especially with strangers in unfamiliar
settings. (2) Young children are growing
and learning rapidly; test results may
change greatly in six months. (3) Tests
too often ignore language and culture
variations and may not give a true
picture of a child's skills and knowledge.

Additional Resources

Washington, V, Johnson, V. and McCracken,
J.B. 1995. Grassroots Success! Preparing
Schools and Families for Each Other.
Washington, DC: NAEYC. Order #722 / $8.

NAEYC. 1995. Ready or Not: What Parents
Should Know about School Readiness.
Washington, DC: NAEYC. Order #554 /
500 each or 100 for $10.

The above article is part of the series Early
Years Are Learning Years, produced by the
National Association for the Education of
Young Children. Reproduction of this
material is freely granted, provided credit is
given to NAEYC. The organization may be
reached at 1509 16th Street, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036-1426; by telephone at
(800) 424-2460; by fax at (202) 328-1846; and
by e-mail <http://www.naeyc.org/naeyc>.



READY SCHOOLS
Rima Shore

To the National Education Goals Panel,
ensuring that children start school ready to
learn is vitally important. But ensuring that
schools are ready for children is important as
well. Recognizing that good education
means both ready children and ready
schools, the Goals Panel convened a special
group of advisors and asked them to identify
what makes a ready school. A report, Ready
Schools, is the result of their efforts. It
recommends ten specific approaches found
in successful elementary schools and
documented by research to be keys to ready
schools.

Ready schools are learning organizations
that alter practices and programs if they do
not benefit children (Recommendation 7).

Many districts and schools continue to make
use of strategies that have not consistently
promoted their children's development or
learning, and have failed to show lasting
benefits in research studies. It is often
difficult to eliminate such practices or
policies, but in many cases, schools have
been able to fund very effective programs or
services by cutting ineffective ones. The
following four practices are prime examples:

Retention and extra-year programs
Well over half of the schools surveyed in the
National Transition Study (61 percent)
routinely retain kindergarten children.
About five percent of kindergartners in those
schools are held backan average of one per
classroom. The great majority of elementary
schools (73 percent) either retain children in
kindergarten or place them in transition
classes for an extra year either before or after
kindergarten. In these schools, 18 percent of
kindergartners are assigned an extra year of
schooling. Data show that low-income
minority students, especially males, have the
highest rate of retention. Language-minority
students are more likely than native speakers
of English to be held back. Since
expenditures for each public school student
now average well over $6,000 per year,
retention and extra-year programs are
extremely expensive strategies.

Critics argue that the funds spent on such
programs might better be used to provide
early diagnosis and intensive intervention
and tutoring. Such early help would be
pedagogically sound. In most cases,
retention means more of the same kind of
teaching and is unlikely to spark
achievement. Instead, a different, more
focused, more individualized intervention
has a better chance of putting a
low-achieving student on track for success.
Wherever possible, children should not be
retained.

Redshirting
For decades, most first-graders have been 6
years old, but this trend is changing. In 1972,
one in eight first-graders was age 7 or older;
in 1994, the figure was one in five. This
reflects not only the increasing rate of
retention and extra-year programs, but also a
trend for parents to elect to keep 5-year-olds
at home or in preschool for an extra year.

Today, many parents delay kindergarten
entry for their childrenparticularly
middle-class and wealthy parents, for whom
an extra year of preschool or child care is not
a hardship. This practice is known as
redshirting. Many parents, especially
parents of boys, assume that at age 6, a child
will be better prepared for success in
kindergartenmore mature socially,
cognitively, and physically. On the other
hand, low-income and working-class
parents, including the vast majority of
parents of color, are less likely to delay their
children's kindergarten enrollment. These
5-year-olds may enter kindergarten with the
6-year-olds of more prosperous
parentschildren from homes that are more
closely aligned with the culture of the school,
who already have a firmer grasp of the rules
of the game. Thus the social and educational
gap widens.

Delaying kindergarten entry may have negative
as well as positive effects on the children involved,
according to a recent study published in
Pediatrics. The long-term study of more
than nine thousand students showed that
children who start school late show higher
rates of behavioral problems later in their
school careers. These problems were not
apparent in the primary grades, but became
very evident in the middle and high school
years.

Denying school entry
School districts around the nation have set
their own guidelines for age of kindergarten
entrymost at age 5. Some make individual
decisions about school entry based on
assessments of children's development.
Ready schools accept all children on the basis of
chronological age. They assume that any
group of 5-year-olds will exhibit a wide
range of developmental traits; they do not
exclude children or delay their entry on the basis
of tests or interviews. They may conduct
assessments in order to facilitate planning or
assess individual strengths and weaknesses,
but not to determine school eligibility.

Like redshirting, denying school entry is unfair
and unnecessary. Schools, committed to
meeting children at the level of their own
development and taking into account
variations among children and among the
diverse competencies of each individual

child, do not need to deny children school
entry. Ready schools admit and serve all
children when they reach the chronological
age set by the district for school entry.

"Pushing down" or "hothousing"
These terms refer to an approach that stresses
accelerating academic instruction of young
children at younger and younger ages. In
particular, "pushing down" refers to pushing
down the first-grade curriculum into the
kindergarten classroom.

Some researchers suggest that this approach
undermines the social and academic
development of young children because the
presentation of letter and number facts are
typically decontextualized and not connected
to children's real lives. Nevertheless,
kindergarten education continues to increase
academic demands, particularly in schools
serving disadvantaged students. In these
settings, an accelerated kindergarten program
may be seen by parents, administrators, and
teachers as a way to prevent future failure. To
date, there have been few systematic studies of this
approach, and little is known about its long-term
effects. However, the prevailing view is that
young children learn in the context of
relationships, and benefit from curricula and
classroom practices rich in experiential
learning, play, and social experience.
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Guidelines for Developmentally
Appropriate Practices

The context in which early childhood
programs operate today is characterized by
ongoing discussion between parents,
teachers, and the research community about
how best to teach young children and what
sort of practice is most likely to contribute to
their development and learning. Since the
original NAEYC developmentally
appropriate practice guidelines were
published in 1987, a considerable number of
studies have examined the topic.

Recent data show that many teachers who
say they believe in developmentally
appropriate practice do not have
developmentally appropriate classrooms. A
recent study of kindergarten teachers found
that more than half demonstrated conflicts
between their philosophy of early childhood
education and their classroom practices.
Data also indicate that teachers who receive
inservice training on developmentally
appropriate practices via workshops, site
visits, and journal reflections reported a
greater tendency to use these practices in the
classroom.

There is no singular formula for
developmentally appropriate practice.
Rather, teachers use these strategies to make
day-to-day decisions based on the
individual children, their families, and the
social and cultural context.

Following are the five basic guidelines for
developmentally appropriate practice:

Create a caring community of learners.
Developmentally appropriate practices
support the development of relationships
between adults and children, among
children, among teachers, and between
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families and teachers.

Teach to enhance development and
learning. Early childhood teachers strive to
achieve a balance between guiding
children's learning and following their lead.

Construct appropriate curriculum. The
content of early childhood curriculum
includes the subject matter, social or cultural
values, parents' input, and the age and
experience of the children.

Assess children's learning and
development. Assessment of individual
children's development and learning is
essential for planning and implementing
appropriate curriculum.

Establish mutually beneficial relationships
with families. Developmentally
appropriate practices evolve from a deep
knowledge of individual children and the
context within which they develop and
learn. The younger the child, the more
necessary it is for caregivers and teachers to
acquire this knowledge through
relationships with children's families.

Developmentally appropriate practices will
continue to receive close scrutinywhich is
a plusbecause the more we learn about
teaching and learning in early childhood
environments, the better our children will
grow and prosper.

Additional Resources
Bredekamp, S. & Copple, C., eds. 1997.
Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early
Childhood Programs. Rev. ed. Washington,
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Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children
Controversies over how to teach reading have diverted attention from the most important

factors affecting how a child learns to read.

Individuals and institutions, including gov-
ernment agencies, must move beyond coun-
terproductive debates and take steps shown
by research to be effective, says a National
Research Council committee in its report Pre-
venting Reading Difficulties in Young Chil-
dren. Too many children are leaving
American schools without the Teading skills
they need to get good jobs and fulfill the
reSponsibilities of citizenship: AS. society has
become increasingly technological, the
demands for literacy have grown substan-
tially, and the consequences for those who
fall short have become more grievous.

Language-rich preschool environments,
reducing the risk factors that increase the like-
lihood of reading problems, provision of
excellent reading instruction, and intensive'
professional development for teachers are all
important in helping children become suc-
cessful readers. In addition, efforts to prevent
reading difficulties need to be targeted at chil-
dren with hearing, language, or cognitive dif-
ficulties and children from poor
neighborhoods or whose parents had diffi-
culty learning to read. Some children may
require extra reading instruction, and accom-
modations for their disability may be neces-
sary throughout their lives.

Elements of gOod teaching
Quality reading instruction in the primary
grades is the single best defense against read-
ing failure, overcoming even the effects of
childhoodbackgrounds that increase the risk
of reading difficulties.

Effective instruction requires that teachers
focus on the relationships between letters
'and'sounds, the process of obtaining mean-
ing from print, and practice for fluency, the
committee says. Ignoring any of these areas
increases the possibility that reading will be
delayed or impeded.

Research indicates that getting started in
reading depends on knowing how to map
the letters and spellings of words onto the
sounds and speech units they represent. At
the same time, teachers should develop stu-
dents' comprehension by building linguistic
and conceptual knowledge beginning in the
earliest grades, and fluency through rich
opportunities to read.

The committee outlines steps that need to be
taken to ensure that children in kindergarten
through third grade learn to read well. It also
notes that children with reading problems
need td receive not different but more
focused, more intense, and more individual-
ized instruction. Schools with greater num-
bers of at-risk children should have extra
resources to provide the instruction needed
to prevent reading problems.

Preschool preparation
Children must arrive in first grade with
strong language and cognitive skills and
already motivated to learn to read. To build
this foundation for reading, home and,
preschool settings should provide story-
telling and book reading to stimulate verbal
interaction and build vocabulary opportuni-
ties for songs arid word games that direct
young children's attention to the sound
structures of spoken words, and other activi-
ties that highlight the relation between print
and speech.

Families need affordable preschool opportu-
nities that offer rich language and literacy
environments, the committee says. Especially
as more children from lower-income families
enter group care as a consequence of welfare
reform, the preschool opportunities available
to these families must support the develop-
ment of literacy.
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Children who need extra support for early
language and literacy development should
be identified as soon as possible. Govern-

, ment agencies and educators should provide
parents, pediatricians, and preschool profes-
sionals with guidelines regarding what chil-
dren should be able to do and where to turn
if there is concern that a child's development
is lagging.

Limited English proficiency
The abilities and needs of non-English speak-
ing students vary greatly, as do the resources
available in different communities to meet
their needs. In general, however, hurrying+
these young children into'reading in English
Without adequate preparation is counterpro-
ductive, the committee concludes. If feasible,
children should be tauglit how to read in
their native language while learning to speak
in English, after which they can extend their
skills to reading English.

Itaining and profeisional support
A well-designed classroom reading program
delivered by a competent teacher can bring
most primary grade students to the levels of
reading proficiency expected in those grades.
But many teachers do not have the training
and skills needed to teach reading effectively.
State certification requirements and teacher
education curricuta should be changed to
ensure that all teachers understand how liter-
acy develops in children and the role of
instruction in optimizing that development
in diverse groups of students.

Teachers need professional development
that spans their training and careers to
address reading instruction needs. In addi-
tion, every school should have access to a

continues on back page



100 Most Frequent Words in Books for Beginning Readers
Elena Bodrova, Deborah I. Leong, &
Dmitri Semenov
R.O.A.D. to Literacy
McREL (Mid-Continent Regional Educational
Laboratory)

As young children begin to read their first
books, teachers often use lists of frequent
words to help children expand their reading
vocabularies. The most common type of list
is based on the frequency of words in books
encountered by all readers or by all elemen-
tary school children from kindergarten
through sixth grade (e.g., Dolch List or
Instant Word List). While important guide-
posts for later learning, these lists may not
reflect the types of words encountered by
children as they first begin to read. Thus it
would be a better investment of time if
young children used frequent word lists that
more closely matched the reading material .
that they would actually encounter. Thedist
would then more directly influence early
reading skills.

To examine whether or not the most frequent
words enco.,untered in early readers were the
same as those found in these broader based
lists, we conducted a survey of 1,000 books
that were designed for this early instructional
level. These books were typically labeled a4
pre-primer, early readers, first readers, Level
2.0 and below, and first primers. The books
were given to us by the 11 book publishers
that are listed at the end of this artkle. The
criteria used for inclusion of a book in the
current survey were the donation and/or
loan of the book for input into thexomputer.
The books used in the survey are representa-
tive of those adopted by schools for kinder-
garten and first grade.

The current survey is based on over 100,000
words. Of these, 5,264 were different words
in 20,118 sentences. The ranking of words
was based on the number of books in which
the word was used, not the number of times
the word was used. Because so many of these
early books had repeated use of the same
word in a sentence and also the repeated use
of a specific sentence within the book, the
sample would have become overly, biased
had a strict word count been used.

A preliminary statistical comparison was
made between the 100 Most Frequent Words
in Books for Beginning Readers and the other
lists being used in most classrooms. A com-
parison between the Beginning Readers list
and the Dolch List (Buckingham & Dolch,
1936) and the Instant Word List (Fry, Kress &
Fountoukidis, 1993) found that there was less
than a 75% overlap between the lists. A com-
parison with Gentrys list (1991) of the most
frequently written words by young writers
revealed a similar discrepancy. Finally a com-
parison with a list of words found in stan-
dandized tests for the kindergarten level
(Marzano, Kendall & Paynter, 1988) also
revealed significant differences between the
words listed and those found in beginning
readers. We are currently doing a more
detailed content analysis of the lists to deter-
mine the specific differences.

Copies of the 100 Most Frequent Words in
Books for Beginning Readers are available
free of charge, provided that the list is not
altered in any way and that the original .

copyright notice is dearly visible on any copy
of the document. Copies of the list are also
available free of charge on the web at
<httP://www.mcrel.org/resources/liter-

acy/road>. As new books are added to the
data base, the current list will be updated on
the Internet. Suggestions and questions can
be sent to: <dsemenov@mcrelorg>.
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Semenov are researchers at McREL (Mid-
Continent Regional Educational Laboratory)
in Aurora, Colorado. They are currently
working with the Early Childhood Leader-
ship Team at the Colorado Department of
Education to begin to identify inilestones in
the development of literacy in preschool to
first grade, which will assist teachers and
parents in knowing whether or nof a child is
moving at a reasonable rate towards the
attainment of literacy standards in third and
fourth grades. They may be reached at
McREL, 2550 South Parker Road, Suite 500,
Aurora, CO 80014-1678, (303) 337-0990
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List of Publishers and
Book Series:
1. ARO Publishing-21 books,

SeriesFunny Farm Books
Levels-10 word book, 20 word book,
30 word book

2. Creative Teaching Press-24 books,
SeriesScience Series
LevelsEmergent Reader Level I,
Emergent Reader Level H \

3. Houghton Mifflin-18 books
SeriesWatch Me Read
Levels-1.1-1.5, 2.1, 2.2, K

4. Modern Curriculum Press 248 books
SeriesReady Readers
LevelsStage 1,2,3,4,5

5. Mimosa Publicatioris-24 books
- -SeriesLiteracy 2000, Sets A,B,C

6. Newbiidge-35 books
SeriesEarth & Beyond, Food & -

Nutrition, Life Cycles, Physical Science,
Plants, Systems, World of Animals

7. Richard C. Owen-21 books
8. Rigby-146 books

.SeriesLiteracy Tree, Animal Antics;
Literacy Tree, Food and Fun; Literacy
Tree, Let's Get Together; Literacy Tree,
Out and About; Literacy Tree, Safe and
Sound; Literaey Tree, Times and Seasbns;
Literacy Tree, Welcome to My World;
Literacy Tree, Work and Play
New PM Story Books
PM Starters One
Smart Start, Sets C,D

9. Sundance-90 books
SeriesLittle Red Readers, The Book
project, The Book Shop

10. Steck Vaughn-50 books
SeriesPair-It Books

LevelsEmergent Stage 1, Emergent
Stage 2

11. Wright Group Publishing-333 books
Sunshine Series (Levels-1, K)

Alphabet Books
Classroom Library for Independent
Reading, Sets E,F,G,H,I,J
Community Books, Concept Books,
Dictionary
Fiction, Guided reading, Sets A,B,C,D
Fiction, Independent Reading, Sets A,
AA, B, BB, C, CC, D, DD
Language Skills Books, Set E
Nonfiction, Guided Reading, Sets
A,B,C,D
Read-Togethers, Read Alouds
Rhymes to Read, Read Alouds
Traditional Rhymes
Traditional Stories, Read Aloud
Word Books.



List of the 100 Words Most Frequently Used in Books for
Beginning Readers

1 the 26 he 51 be 76 cat

2 a 27 out 52 now 77 them

3 and 28 that 53 when 78 tree

4 to 29 one 54 there 79 where

5 I 30 big 55 into 80 away

6 in 31 go 56 day 81 time

7 is 32 was 57 look 82 as

8 on 33 like 58 eat 83 water

9 you 34 what 59 Make 84 home ,

10 it 35 not 60 his 85 made

11 of 36 do 61 here 86 long

12 said 37 then 62 your 87 has
,

13 can 38 this 63 an 88 help
14 for 39 no 64 back 89 good

15 my 40 too 65 mom 90 going

16 but 41 she 66 dog
.

91 by

17 all 42 went 67 very 92 how

18 we 43 see 68 did 93 house

19 are 44 will 69 her 94 dad
20 up 45 so 70 from 95 or

21 at 46 some 71 had 96 two

22 with 47 down 72 got 97 red

23 me 48 little 73 put 98 am

24 they 49 come 74 mile 99 over

25 have 50 get 75 just 100 saw

Copyright 1998 Bodrova E., Leong D. J., Semenov D.
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Helping Children Learn
About Reading

Why read a book to an infant who does not
yet know the meaning of a word or of words
at all? Why sing to a toddler who cannot
understand your song?

Both of these activities help Children make
connections between words and meaning.
They also help to create a warm, safe envi-
ronment for children and lead to a lifetime .

love of reading and learning.

Some parents assume that learning to read starts
with memorizing the alphabet' and sounding out
words, but actually the fundamentals of reading
begin much earlier. Adults lay the foundation
for reading every day, when they point out
objects and describe what they are doing
while dressing an infant, grocery shopping
with a toddler, or cooking with a preschooler.

The miist important thing is that teaching
children about reading becomes an activity
that brings`children closer to the caring
adults in their lives. Here are some tips for
families who want to help their children
make connections between meaning and
words.

Infants
Talk or sing to your baby when you-
change his diaper, give him a bath, feed
him lunch or join him in play.

Five Basic Guidelines
for entally

opriate Practice

1. Create a caring community of
learners.

R. Teach to enhance
development and learning.

3. Construct apProPriate
cuniculunt

4. Assess chilcken's learning
and development

5. Establish mutually beneficial
relationshOs with families.

-

Children must arrive
in first grade with

strohg language and
cogni6e s and

already niotivated to
learn to read.

Introduce cardboard or cloth books with
brightly\colored pictures. Be aware that at
this point, your baby might enjoy looking
at, tossing, or chewing the books more
than being read to!
Help increase your baby's vocabulary by
playing "What's that?" or "Where's the
teddy bear?" when enjoying books
together.

Point out words on signs at the park, at
the zoo, or when walking or driving.
As children begin to notice letters on
blocks or other toys, name the letters for
them. Read words aloud and explain
what they mean.

Toddlers
Reading stories, before bed makes a good
transition between active play and restful
time.,Toddlers may ask you to read their
favorites repeatedly. They m'ay begin to
connect pictures with words, or fill in
missing words if you hesitate.

Let toddlers "write" shopping lists with
you. They may want to watch you sort
coupons and engage in other grocery
store activities.

Take short trips to new place's and talk
about what is happening arotind you. If
possible, read together about similar
events before-hand ,andgain afterwards.
Give children magnetic letters for the
refrigerator, and begin spelling out words
and names as toddlers are introduced to.
them.

Preschoolers
Encourage preschool children to carry out
the steps to written recipes, or read
printed labels at the store.

At four or five, children may begin to ask
questions about the print they see in
books. Books with labeled pictures help

children to connect words and objects
more easily.

Play picture-card games with your-
childbut remember, they may not
always play by the rules-at this age!

Provide a variety of materials to encour-
age children to "play" at writing and
readingchecks or traffic tickets, menus
or greeting cards.

Primary grade children
Continue to read with your child, espe-
cially at bedtiine, even if She has already
learned to read.
Visit the library on a regular basis to make
books a regular part of children's lives.
Show children that you read books and
magazines for information and enjoy-
ment. .

LiSten to the stories children write, as well
aS their jokes or riddles. Encourage them
to write down their ideas.
Play word games such as Boggle or Scrab-
ble with your child.

Additional Resources
Schickedanz, J.A. 1994. Helping children learn
about reading. Washington, DC: NAEYC.

National Black Child Development Institute.
1995. Young children and African American liter-
ature. Washington, DC: NAEYC.

The above article is part of the series Early
Years Are Learning Years, produced by the
National Association for the Education Of
Young Children. Reproduction of this mater-
ial is freely granted, provided credit is given
to NAEYC. The organization may be.reached
at 1509 16th Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20036-1426; by telephone at (800) 424-2460;
by fax at (202) 328-1846; and by e-mail
<http: / / www.naeyc.org / naeyc>.

Quality reading
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mary grades is the
single-best defense

against reading fail-
ure, overcoming even

the effects of child-
-hood backgrounds

that increase the risk
of reading 'culties



Examining the Transition into Kindergarten
Initial results from an eight-page survey sent to nearly 11,000 public and private

kindergarten teachers

Kindergarten teachers say a major barrier to
their helping more with children's transitions
into kindergarten is that class lists are gener-
ated too late, according to a new national
survey by the National Center for Early
Development & Learning (NCEDL).

If class lists were received earlier, teachers
could more easily arrange meetings with par-
ents and children before kindergarten begins,
a recommended practice.

The 3,824 ladergarten teachers who
responded to the survey were asked to select
barriers to implementing additional transi-
tion practices from a list of 16 possible barri-
ers. The three most commonly selected
barriers were "class lists are generated too late"
(53%), "requires work in the summer that is not
supported by salary" (45%), and "a'transition
plan is not available in the school district" 141%).

Teachers also indicated that although they
believe a majority 152%) of children experi-
ence a "very successful, virtually no problems"
entry into kindergarten, an estimated third of
children (32%) have only "moderately success-
ful entries" into kindergarten, and that aa sig-
nificant minority (16%) have a "difficult or
very difficult entry, serious concerns, or many
problems."

Of the 23 practices that were listed to help
children make the transition to kindergarten,
the most common ones all occurred after
school had already started. The least common
practices involved visiting the child's home.°

§ three most common
talk with parents after school starts (95%)
letter to parents after school starts (88%)
open house after school starts (81%)
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three least common
visit to the home before school starts
19%)

visit to the home after school starts
(12%)
a call to the child before school starts
113%)

The survey was sent in late 1996, and the
data began to be analyzed in the spring of
1997. The survey provided-information on
'the relative frequency of transition practices
(before and after kindergarten starts), their
perceived effectiveness by teachers, strategies
that teachers use, and barriers that teachers
see to using effective practices.

Complete results of the survey will be pub-
lished later this year and were to be show-
cased in a symposium to be held this spring
at meetings of the American Educational
Research Association. The survey is one of
five-projects in NCEDL's Kindergarten Tran-
sitions strand, which is examining how rela-
tionships within school, home, and .
community affect transition outcomes for
children. Directors of the Kindergarten Tran-
sition strand are Martha Cox atthe Frank
Porter Graham Center and Robert Pianta at
the University of Virginia. NCEDL is admin-
istratively housed at Frank Porter Graham.

The above article, reprinted with permission,
appeared in EARLY DEVELOPMENTS (Vol-
ume 2, No. 1, pp. 12-13, Spring 1998), a pub-
lication of the Frank Porter Graham Child
Development Center of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Its editor,
Loyd Little, may be reached by phone at 919-
966-0867, or by e-mail at
<loyd_little@unc.edu>.
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variety Of reading specialists who can pro-
vide special instruction for children with
reading difficulties.

Volunteer tutors can help by reading to chil-
dren, giving children supervised practice in
oral reading, and creating opportunities for
enriching conversation, but they are unlikely
to be able to deal effectively with children
who have serious reading problems.

Contributions of research
Several issues warrant ongoing attention from
.researchers. Better aSsessment tools are needed
to determine when children have reached
reading goals, when they require extra help,
and when their difficulties have been over-
come. In addition, educators need better guid-
ance on how to design literaci) instruction for
students with limited or no English proficiency, '
the role of holding students back a grade to
prevent reading difficulties, and the specifiO
attributes of effective classroom instruction and
reading interventions.

However, remaining uncertainties should
not delay the application of what is known.
By building on the results of reading ,

research, parents, teachers, policy-makers,
and others can help children achieve the lev-
els of literacy needed for success in today's
society.

This report brief is copyrighted by the
National Academy of Sciences and may be
reproduced in its entirety, With no additions
or alterations. The entire report (Preventing
Reading Difficulties in Young Children,
National Research Council, 1998) is available
from the National Academy Press in Wash-
ington, DC, 800-624-6242, for $45.00 per copy
plus $4.00 for shipping and handling. The
study was funded by the U.S. Department of
Education and the Department of Health
and Human Services.
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Continuum of Children's Development
in Early Reading and Writing

Continuum of Children's Development in
Early Reading and Writing is a section of
Learning to Read and Write: Developmen-
tally Appropriate Practices for Young Chil-
dren, a joint position statement of the
International Reading Association (IRA) and
the National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC). The entire posi-
tion statement, adopted this year, may be
found in the July 1998 issue of YOUNG
CHILDREN, Volume 53, Number 4, pages
30-46, and accessed on the internet at
<http:/ /www.naeyc.org./about/position/
psread98.pdf>. As a position statement, it is
in the public domain and may be reproduced
as such with the appropriate citation(s).

Phase 1: Awareness and exploration

(goals for preschool)

Children explore their environ-
ment and build the foundations
for learning to read and write.

Children can

enjoy listening to and dis-
cussing storybooks

understand that print carries
a message

engage in reading and writing
attempts

identify labels and signs in their
environment

participate in rhyming games

CA?

identify some letters and make some let-
ter-sound matches

use known letters or approximations of
letters to represent written language (espe-
cially meaningful words like their name
and phrases such as "I love you")

What teachers do

share books with children, including Big
Books, and model reading behaviors

talk about letters by name and sounds

establish a literacy-rich environment

reread favorite stories

engage children in language games

promote literacy-related play activities

encourage children to experiment with
writing

What parents and family members can do

talk with children, engage them in conver-
sation, give names of things, show interest
in what a child says

read and reread stories with predictable
text to children

encourage children to recount experiences
and describe ideas and events that are
important to them

visit the library regularly

provide opportunities for children to draw
and print, using markers, crayons, and
pencils

Phase 2: Experimental

reading and writing (goals for
kindergarten)
Children develop basic concepts
of print and begin to engage in
and experiment with reading
and writing.

Kindergartners can

enjoy being read to and
themselves retell simple nar-
rative stories or informational
texts

use descriptive language to explain and
explore

recognize letters and letter-sound matches

show familiarity with rhyming and begin-
ning sounds

understand left-to-right and top-to-bottom
orientation and familiar concepts of print

match spoken words with written ones

begin to write letters of the alphabet and .
some high-frequency words

What teachers do

encourage children to talk about reading
and writing experiences

provide many opportunities for children to
explore and identify sound-symbol rela-
tionships in meaningful contexts

help children to segment spoken words
into individual sounds and blend the
sounds into whole words (for example, by
slowly writing a word and saying its
sound)

frequently read interesting and conceptu-
ally rich stories to children

help children build a sight vocabulary

create a literacy-rich environment for chil-
dren to engage independently in reading
and writing

What parents and family members can do

daily read and reread narra-
tive and informational sto-
ries to children

encourage children's attempts at
reading and writing

allow children to participate in activities
that involve writing and reading (for
example, cooking, making grocery lists)

play games that involve specific directions
(such as "Simon Says")

have conversations with children during
mealtimes and throughout the day

continues on page 2



Phase 3: Early reading and writing

(goals for first grade)
Children begin to read simple stories and can
write about a topic that is meaningful to
them.

First-graders can

read and retell familiar stories

use strategies (rereading, predicting, ques-
tioning, contextualizing) when compre-
hension breaks down

use reading and writing for various pur-
poses on their own initiative

orally read with reasonable fluency

use letter-sound associations, word parts,
and context to identify new words

identify an increasing number of words by
sight

sound out and represent all substantial
sounds in spelling a word

write about topics that are personally
meaningful

attempt to use some punctuation and capi-
talization

What teachers do

support the development of vocabulary by
reading daily to the children, transcribing
their language, and selecting materials that
expand children's knowledge and lan-
guage development

model strategies and provide practice for
identifying unknown words

give children opportunities for indepen-
dent reading and writing practice

read, write, and discuss a range of differ-
ent text types (poems, informational
books)

introduce new words and teach strategies
for learning to spell new words

demonstrate and model strategies to use
when comprehension breaks down

help children build lists of commonly used
words from their writing and reading

What parents and family members can do

talk about favorite storybooks

read to children and encourage them to
read to you

suggest that children write to
friends and relatives

bring to a parent-teacher's
conference evidence of
what your child can do
in writing and
reading

encourage chil-
dren to share what they have
learned about their writing
and reading

Phase 4: Transitional reading and

writing (goals for second grade)
Children begin to read more fluently and
write various text forms using simple and
more complex sentences.

Second-graders can

read with greater fluency

use strategies more efficiently (rereading,
questioning, and so on) when comprehen-
sion breaks down

use word identification strategies with
greater facility to unlock
unknown words

identify an increasing
number of words by sight

write about a range of
topics to suit different
audiences

use common letter pat-
terns and critical features
to spell words

punctuate simple sen-
tences correctly and
proofread their own work

spend time reading daily and use reading
to research topics

What teachers do

create a climate that fosters analytic, evalu-
ative, and reflective thinking

teach children to write in multiple forms
(stories, information, poems)

ensure that children read a range of texts
for a variety of purposes

teach revising, editing, and proofreading
skills

teach strategies for spelling new and diffi-
cult words

model enjoyment of reading

What parents and family members can do

continue to read to children and encourage
them to read to you

engage children in activities that require
reading and writing

become involved in school activities

show children your interest in their learn-
ing by displaying their written work

visit the library regularly

support your child's specific hobby or
interest with reading materials and refer-
ences

Third-graders can

read fluently and enjoy reading

use a range of strategies when drawing
meaning from the text

use word identification strategies with
greater facility to unlock unknown words

use word identification strategies appro-
priately and automatically when encoun-
tering unknown words

recognize and discuss elements of different
text structures

make critical connections
between texts

write expressively in many
different forms (stories,
poems, reports)

use a rich variety of vocab-
ulary and sentences appro-
priate to text forms

revise and edit their own
writing during and afterll composing

spell words correctly in final writing drafts

What teachers do

provide opportunities daily for children to
read, examine, and critically evaluate nar-
rative and expository texts

continue to create a climate that fosters
critical reading and personal response

teach children to examine ideas in texts

encourage children to use writing as a tool
for thinking and learning

extend children's knowledge of the correct
use of writing conventions

emphasize the importance of correct
spelling in finished written products

create a climate that engages all children as
a community of literacy learners

What parents and family members can do

continue to support children's learning
and interest by visiting the library and
bookstores with them

find ways to highlight children's progress
in reading and writing

stay in regular contact with your child's
teachers about activities and progress in
reading and writing

encourage children to use and enjoy print
for many purposes (such as recipes, direc-
tions, games, and sports)

build a love of language in all its forms
and engage children in conversation.

Phase 5: Independent and productive
reading and writing (goals for third
grade)
Children continue to extend and refine their
reading and writing to suit varying purposes
and audiences.
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Primary Level Literacy
Education

Three Planning Models

As parents, teachers, and administrators
develop a continuum of children's develop-
ment in early reading and writing and imple-
ment literacy instruction in the primary
grades (K-3), schools will undoubtedly exam-
ine various ways of providing such instruc-
tion in reading and writing. In a presentation
at the 1997 Annual Conference of the
National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC), researchers Susan
Neuman, John Pikulski, and Kathy Roskos
presented three such models of facilitating
literacy.

The Workshop Model envisions children
becoming writers and readers through hear-
ing, reading, and responding to good litera-
ture. In this model, teachers

O read to children on a daily basis.

arrange for children's independent read-
ing of self-selected books.

provide opportunities for 'learning to
read' with quality children's literature.

embed skills instruction as needed in
texts children are reading.

provide for journal writing everyday.

involve children in a variety of literature
extension activities.

The strength of this model is its responsive-
ness to children's individual needs, but a
drawback is that simply embedding skills
instruction in texts "as needed" is perceived
as somewhat risky.

Another means of strengthening literacy is
through the Directed Learning Model. In this
model, children learn to read and write sys-
tematically through a prescribed program of
instruction, through exposure to literature
and basal readers, through specific skills
instruction and practice, and through a com-
bination of self-directed and teacher-led liter-
acy activities. Here the role of teachers is to

read to children regularly.

O encourage self-selected, independent
reading of literature.

teach reading using literature and basal
readers, and align instruction with pre-
scribed curriculum.

flexibly group students for direct instruc-
tion in specific writing and reading skills.

provide open-ended writing activities,
e.g., journal writing.

involve children in self-evaluation of
writing and reading (toward prescribed
goals).

The structure of this model is its strength, but
the rigidity with which it provides instruc-
tion is also viewed as a drawback.

A third way of facilitating literacy in the pri-
mary grades is by using the Interdisciplinary
Model, in which writing and reading are
viewed as a means of participation in a learn-
ing communityas a set of social practices.
Children encounter and learn literacy strate-
gies and skills through their engagement in
content-rich studies or projects. The function
of the teacher in this learning community is
to

select topics of study in collaboration
with children (to be a learning
organizer).

determine what children know and
want/need to learn (to make curricular
connections).

form study teams and determine
activities.

provide a well-provisioned environment
relevant to the study, including a wide
range of literacy resources.

teach writing and reading "as you go"
and to ensure active participation.

involve parents and the community.

implement ongoing assessment to assure
conceptual understanding and effective
use of literacy processes.

This model's strength is the authenticity it
brings to both instruction and assessment; a
drawback is the quantity of resources needed
to implement such planning processes.

All three of these literacy models represent
means of addressing the tension, inherent in
developmentally appropriate practice,
between the need for adults to provide
instruction and the need of children to make
their own discoveries. Other models which
parents, teachers, and administrators may
consider using should not only focus on
appropriate classroom practices but also
incorporate the common elements of these
three plans which emphasize (1) meaningful
engagement by children, (2) use of quality
literature, (3) integration of writing and
reading, (4) developmental spelling and
writing, and (5) social characteristics of
learning.

The outline of Three Planning Models was
included in the presentation Literacy Devel-
opment for Young Children by Susan Neu-
man, John Pikulski, and Kathy Roskos, at the
NAEYC Annual Conference, in Anaheim,
California, on 13 November 1997. Neuman,
Pikulski, and Roskos are members of IRA's
Committee on Literacy Development for
Young Children, and may be reached in care
of the International Reading Association, 800
Barksdale Road, P. O. Box 8139, Newark,
Delaware 19714-8139, (800)336-7323.

Literacy Instruction in the Primary Grades
The IRA/NAEYC joint position statement on the development of literacy also includes recom-
mended teaching practices to support the grade-level expectations identified in the continuum
of reading and writing development.

It states that every child in the primary grades is "entitled to excellent instruction in reading
and writing that includes but is not limited to

daily experiences of being read to and independently reading meaningful and engaging sto-
ries and informational texts;

a balanced instructional program that includes systematic code instruction along with mean-
ingful reading and writing activities;

daily opportunities and teacher support to write many kinds of texts for different purposes,
including stones, lists, messages to others, poems, reports, and responses to literature;

writing experiences that allow the flexibility to use nonconventional forms of writing at first
(invented or phonic spelling) and over time to move to conventional forms;

opportunities to work in small groups for focused instruction and collaboration with other
children;

an intellectually engaging and challenging curriculum that expands knowledge of the world
and vocabulary; and

adaptation of instructional strategies or more individualized instruction if the child fails to
make expected progress in reading or when literacy skills are advanced."

Although the position statement advocates the use of early intervention strate0s, it also con-
cludes that "human beings are amazingly resilient and incredibly capable of learning through-
out We. We should strengthen our resolve to ensure that every child has the benefit of positive
early childhood experiences that support literacy development. At the same time, regardless of
children's prior learning, schools have the responsibility to educate every child and to never
give up even if later interventions must be more intensive and costly."
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Of Primary Interest Online

Of Primary Interest is now available on the internet. Issues may be retrieved by accessing the
website which the National Association of Early Childhood Specialists in State Departments of
Education (NAECS/SDE) maintains, courtesy of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and
Early Childhood Education. As each issue has been published during 1997-98, it has been
posted on the NAECS/SDE website. Plans call for all past issues (1993-97) to be posted as
well, in order to form a chronological archive. Of Primary Interest may accessed at
<http://ericps.crc.uiuc.eduinaecs/opi-nl.html>.

We should strengthen our resolve to ensure that
every child has the benefit of positive early
childhood experiences that support literacy

development.
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